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FOREWORD

This is the first major report on hypersonic flow separation
and control problems which are being investigated by the Research
Department of the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation. The
work is primarily supported under Contract AF33(616)-8130; Air
Force Task 821902. The Project Engineer is Mr. Donald E. Hoak of
the Flight Control Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems Division, lo-
cated at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. Forthcoming re-
ports will present the results of theoretical and experimental re- 1
search being carried out under the contract.
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ABSTRACT

1A comprehensive review of high-speed flow separation and a review of
available information pertaining to the effectiveness of aerodynamic con-
trols for hypersonic vehicles are presented. Emphasis is on the problems
associated with applying the existing information, which relates primarily
to the low-supersonic speed range, to hypersonic flow situations.
Sufficient detail is presented to allow this report to serve as a self-
contained, introductory work on separation phenomena; available sources of
specific types of control data are tabulated for ready access.
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p pressure

Pr Prandtl number

q dynamic pressure pV

q aerodynamic heating rate

incremental aerodynamic heating rate due to flow

instability

Ra Ra (length of nose spike) / (maximum diameter of body)

b Re Reynolds number (based on distance x: Re = pux/p)

u velocity component parallel to the surface

u time-averaged value of the turbulent fluctuation of the
u velocity component

u flow velocity along the dividing streamline

u* = u_/u

v velocity component normal to the surface

v' time averaged value of the turbulent fluctuation of the
v velocity component

V resultant velocity = u + vP

x distance along the surface measured from the leading
edge

1 y distance normal to the surface

a angle of attack , degrees

y ratio of specific heats

5 boundary layer thickness

5* boundary layer displacement thickness = (1- u)
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boundary layer momentum thickness Ou (I- dy0 Pe e e

T boundary layer similarity variable

Sratio of mean velocity in boundary layer to the free I
stream velocity (cf. page 10)

11 viscosity

p density u1

-r local shear stress y

I' local Reynolds shear stress {

Subscripts:

aw adiabatic wall conditions T
crit a critical (or "inspient") condition

e condition at outer edge of boundary layer

I- laminar boundary layer condition I
plat plateau value

peak peak value I
sep conditions at the separation point ¶

t turbulent boundary layer condition

w conditions at the wall

2 conditions behind shock waves or after reattachment

CO free Stream conditions
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INTRODUCTION

The problem of hypersonic boundary layer separation is one
of extreme importance to the further development of hypersonic
vehicles. In the same way that separation leads to sudden changes
in flight characteristics which limit performance at lower speeds,
it affects the performance limits and allowable design geometries
at hypersonic speeds not only by creating undesirable shifts in
loads, but also by producing large increases in local heat-trans-
fer rates in reattachment regions, and by creating self-induced
oscillations.

Unfortunately, our ability to predict the onset and effects
of separation is even more restricted at hypersonic speeds than it
is at lower speeds. The nonlinear effects of high Mach number,
the large flow property variations within the boundary layer, and
the scarcity and questionable accuracy of experimental data con-
tribute to a very limited state of knowledge concerning separation
at hypersonic speeds. The well-known difficulties associated withthe theoretical analysis of separation problems in general are ac-centuated at hypersonic speeds by the increased interaction be-

tween viscous and nonviscous flows, real gas effects, and the in-

creased relative magnitude of the pressure gradient normal to the
surface.

I The problem of controlling a hypersonic vehicle is in a simi-
lar state of uncertainty. The possible future trend to higher1 L/D vehicles and the desire to minimize surface area to reduce
heat transfer require greater control effectiveness, while non-
linearity of the flow, thick boundary layers, strong entropy layers,
and three-dimensional flows make aerodynamic control forces moreL. difficult to analyze. The additional problems of separation are
so closely connected with control surface design and performance
limitations that the study of separation is a necessary prelude
to a study of hypersonic control effectiveness.

Manuscript released by the authors March 1962 for publication
as an ASD Technical Documentary Report.
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The purpose of this report is to provide a self-contained
description of the present knowledge of problems of hypersonic I
flow separation and control effectiveness for hypersonic vehicles,
We have tried to describe each problem in sufficient detail to pro-
vide a working knowledge to the interested reader and to indicate
clearly the areas of conflicting opinion and the boundaries of
current knowledge, The phenomena which either have been discover-
ed or are expected to' occur in special situations are discussed, J;
with particular emphasis on those phenomena which limit perfor-
mance or constitute a hazard in flight. Although most of the in-
formation is digested from the literature, a comprehensive analy-
sis of a considerable amount of it is not available elsewhere,
Sources and their content are described clearly, so that those
who wish to investigate the field more completely will be able to
avoid much of the searching that Drecedes actual research.

Several recent publications were received too late for re-

view and inclusion in the body of this report. Those containing
pertinent and useful information were added to the list of Refer- T
ences (Refs. 241 through 252). .

7
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HYPERSONIC FLOW SEPARATION

Comprehensive discussions of various types of separation which
Scan occur in hypersonic flow are presented in this section. The
majority of the analyses reviewed treat two-dimensional laminar
or turbulent boundary layer separation on either compression or

I I expansion surfaces. Certain aspects of separated flows remain in-
Ii variant, whereas others change according to the particular mechan-

ism inducing the separation. Our purpose is to present a descrip-
tion of the physical phenomena in the various situations that are
important to the aerodynamics and control of hypersonic vehicles,
and to discuss available theoretical and empirical methods for
treating each problem.

In general, boundary layer separation occurs whenever the
streamwise pressure increase along a surface is sufficient to over-
come the forces acting to accelerate a fluid particle, or when the
streamline curvature necessary to follow the surface contour cannot
be sustained by the pressure gradient normal to the surface. In
steady-flow aerodynamic problems the only forces acting to acceler-
ate the low-momentum fluid near the wall against a pressure gradient
are the shear forces between layers of fluid, Because the momentum
of the fluid near the wall is quite low, a relatively small amount
of deceleration by the pressure gradient is sufficient to bring
"about separation. Turbulent flow helps to delay the occurrence of
separation, because the turbulent fluctuations increase the effec-
tive shear forces and thereby increase the adverse pressure force
necessary to reverse the flow of the fluid near the wall.

In high Mach number flows, the pressure loads produced by com-
pression surfaces are much greater than those produced by expansion
surfaces. Consequently, the most effective aerodynamic controls

usually employ deflections which involve compression of the local
flow. Therefore, shock-induced separation, either ahead of a com-
pression surface or due to an incident shock, is the type most pre-
valent with hypersonic controls and has been studied most exten-
sively,

When separation occurs in high-speed flight, the changes in
the pressure distribution and heat-transfer rate can have catastro-
phic effects. Trim and stability are radically affected by sudden
center-of-pressure shifts and changes in pressure magnitude. Local
hot spots at separation and reattachment points can cause failure
of thermal protection. Heat-transfer rates can also be greatly in-
creased by streamwise vortices originating from three-dimensional

3



separations.

General Characteristics T

Separated flows are characterized by the prevailing type of

boundary layer: laminar, turbulent, or transitional. The pressure
rise and the extent of the separated region depend upon the charac- T
ter of the boundary layer. As mentioned previously, the greatly
increased effective viscosity due to turbulent fluctuations enables
the equilibrium between pressure and shear forces near the wall to I
occur at much greater adverse pressure rises in turbulent boundary
layers. Because of the connection between pressure rise and flow
turning angle, this higher pressure corresponds to a much shorter,
thicker separated zone for the same initial boundary layer thick-
ness. Cases presented by Schlichting (Ref. 1) and Howarth (Ref. 2)
show turbulent pressure rises twice the laminar ones, while theB
laminar separation zone extends 10 times further than the turbulent
one. A similar thickening (and simultaneous pressure rise) occurs
in a transitional separation when the mixing zone becomes turbulent,
and the downstream flow soon approaches a condition very similar
to the equivalent turbulent separation. Upstream of the transition
point, the flow has the character of the corresponding laminar sep- I
aration zone. The location of the transition point therefore plays
a distinct role in determining the pressure distribution (cf.
Refs. 3 and 4).

Present indications are that shock-induced laminar separation
pressure distributions, and to a limited extent turbulent ones, are
independent of the type of geometry producing separation (cf. Ref. 3).
However, the turbulent peak pressure rise often depends signifi-
cantly on geometry (Refs. 3 and 5 through 8). This difference in _
dependence can probably be attributed to the greatly increased ef-
fective viscosity in turbulent flow enabling the wall contour within
the separated zone to transmit its effect more strongly to the outer
flow.

Typical surface pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 1
(cf. Refs. 1 through 4). The laminar boundary layer has a char-
acteristic plateau where the pressure remains almost constant over
most of the separated flow region. The separation pressure coeffi-
cient is based on the pressure rise from the undisturbed stream to
the separati6n pqinit As explicitly mentioned by Love (Ref. 9),
this is not to be confused with the pressure rise needed to cause
separation.

4
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The separated turbulent boundary layer pressure distribution has
no plateau region but rises to a peak value (cf. Refs. 1 and 2).
The final pressure after reattachment is usually that given by in-
viscid theory. occasionallya situation arises *wherein there is
a pressure rise above the inviscid value followed by an expansion
to the inviscid value.4 This is caused by a lower local entropy
level due to the multiple-shock compression of the inviscid flow
near the separation. The multiple-shock compression is a more
efficient process than the single-shock compression, resulting in
a higher local total pressure. It has been observed occasionally
in three-dimensional hypersonic separation (see Three-Dimensional
Effects), and there is good reason to expect it in other situations
at high Mach numbers where multiple oblique shock compression can
exist.

The critical pressure rise coefficient, CPcrit' sometimes re- T

ferred to as the incipient pressure rise coefficient, corresponds
to the minimum over-all pressure for which separation will occur
(cf. Refs. 1, 4, 69 79 9 and 10). The current indications are that
it is independent of the particular geometry causing the pressure
rise (cf. Refs. 8 and 11), although this may not prove to be a com-
pletely general rule. As previously discussed, CPcrit is much

greater and is a much weaker function of Reynolds number for
turbulent boundary layers (Cpcrit • Re-O.1) than for laminar

(Cpcrit - Re-0o. 2 5 ). Correlations are found, however, in earlier

works (e.g. Refs. 6, 10, and 12) that give a higher degree of de-
pendence on Reynolds number, but we consider the above exponents
closer to the truth in light of the latest theories and experiments.

The pressure rise due to separation (plateau in the case of
laminar, peak in the case of turbulett) is of the same order of
magnitude as the critical pressure rise, and exhibits the same
type of dependence on Mach and Reynolds numbers. In laminar flow
the reattachment pressure rise is roughly the same as that of the
plateau, but in turbulent flow it is usually from 1/2 to 1/3 of the
peak pressure rise. Detailed correlation formulas for predicting j
the pressure distribution parameters in various situations are
given in the later sections.

Two further points should be made concerning the general char-
acteristics of laminar and turbulent separations. First, the in-
crease in Mach number and large changes in stream-to-wall tempera- -
ture ratio, that are characteristic of hypersonic flow problems,
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greatly affect the probability of finding laminar flow at a given
Reynolds number, usually in a favorable fashion. And second, the
large viscous interaction associated with high Mach number and low
Reynolds number will often make it very difficult to determine ex-
perimentally or theoretically whether separation has even occurred,
let alone the separation location. For those conditions where sep-
aration is difficult to detect, the effect of separation on loads
is quite small, but the understanding of the flow and the prediction
of heat transfer and flow stability becomes uncertain.

The stability and steadiness of separated flows cannot be pre-
dicted with certainty using present information. In general, cavi-
ties appear to be the most unstable type of separated geometry.
Unsteadiness can result from a hysteresis between laminar and tur-
bulent separated-zone conditions if the flow conditions and geome-try are of certain types, e.g. a sharply deflected ramp near the

transition point of a flat plate°, Whether all separated-zone in-
stabilities are associated with transition, or whether other mechan-
isms participate must be determined by future investigations. The
resonant frequency of a cavity would be one important parameter in
such an investigation. Violent macroscopic flow fluctuations af-
fect heat-transfer rates and wall shear forces near the separation
and reattachment points because of the Reynolds stress effect.
This subject is discussed further in the section on Three-Dimen-
sional and Unsteady Flows.

The relationships between heat transfer and separation in
laminar and turbulent flow are poorly understood. Chapman (Ref.
13) theoretically estimates a ratio of heat transfer in a laminar
separated zone to that in the attached layer, of 0.56 ( seeHeat
Transfer subsection). The experiments of Larson (Ref. 14) sub-
"stantiate this estimate. Chapman mentions that turbulent separation
regions can have heat-transfer rates as high as six times the equiv-
alent rate for the attached layer at low Mach numbers, but this

I ratio decreases greatly with increasing Mach number. The turbu-
lent flow measurements of Larson do not show this high ratio at
low Mach numbers, but the theory appears to approach the measure-
ments at high Mach numbers. Larson states that the discrepancy is
probably due to the failure of the theory to include the proper
temperature - heat transfer relationships for the experiments.L Current work by Chapman and co-workers supports this view. It
appears doubtful whether very large increases in heat transfer will
ever be found in steady, separated regions. In short, turbulent
and transitional separations may lead to heat-transfer rates high-
er than the equivalent attached boundary layer, but at high Mach

71~



numbers the ratio appears to be about 0.50 to 0.70, which is not
indicated satisfactorily by present theory. Local increases in
heat-transfer rate near reattachment are mentioned in Ref. 14,
but these were not always found by the other investigators mentioned
in Ref. 14.

The converse effect, i.e., the effect of heat-transfer rate
on separation characteristics, is also not understood (Refs. 14
through 23). Sogin states in his survey report (Ref. 22) that
there is much disagreement between theory and experiment as regards
the effects of heat transfer on either laminar or turbulent separ-
ated flows. Thus, theoretical results for laminar boundary layers
(Refs. 15 through 21) indicate separation should be delayed by
cooling; this, however, has not been found experimentally (Refs.
14 and 24 through 26). Gadd further states that if the turbulent
boundary layer could be treated analytically it should also show
separation delayed by cooling (Refs. 24 and 25), but again, poor
experimental agreement is obtained. The resolution of this un-
certainty is very important, as it bears directly on the applica-
tion of wind-tunnel data (equilibrium wall) to flight problems
(usually cold wall).

Cooling in the separated region will affect the location of
the transition point greatly. Chapman, et al., at NASA Ames Re-
search Center, have unpublished results which show a gradual change
from completely turbulent to completely laminar flow in the separ-
ated cavity on a blunt, axisymmetric shape. This change was
achieved solely by cooling the model. The results of these tests
should be published as a NASA report shortly.

Theoretical Methods

Although many useful methods for predicting boundary layer
separation and separated flow characteristics are available, there
is as yet no theoretical solution of the problem that results in
good quantitative agreement with experimental data. Empirical
data and the results of semiempirical methods, where they exist,
seem to be the only usable design information. The limited scope
of experimental data available, especially for hypersonic problems,
and the uncertainties associated with extrapolation can lead to
some serious errors in design calculations. The theoretical pro-
blem of a separating boundary layer is so difficult that we may

8
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never find a dependable solution without recourse to experimental
information. The primary value of present theoretical efforts lies,
therefore, in their effect on the treatment and correlation of those
data which are available in order to properly generalize the infor-
-mation and accurately determine the limits of applicability.

Theoretical solution to boundary layer flow near separation
LI is complicated by several effects which do not enter the study of

attached boundary layer flow. The primary difficulty is associated
-_with the adverse pressure gradient along the surface which in the

general case prevents the application of similarity solutions to
the boundary layer equations. More basically, we find that the
boundary layer equations are often inadequate to describe the flow
which occurs near a separation point. This is due to the singular
nature of the flow near the separation point and the associated in-

i' crease in importance of terms in the Navier-Stokes equations which
are neglected in the boundary layer equations (e.g., normal pressure
gradient and ý2 u/ýx2 ). We also find that the interaction with
the flow outside the boundary layer is different in separated flow,
and the external pressure distribution is affected by the behavior
of the separated flow. Although these difficulties are sufficient
to have prevented solution to low-speed separation problems thus
far, there are additional complications in hypersonic flow. The
first of these is the hypersonic flow characteristic of nonlinear-
ity between pressure change and local flow angle, requiring a change
in the methods commonly used for supersonic flow calculations; the
second is the great importance of variations in the transport prop-
erties within the separated region which result from the large dif-
ferences in temperature. In this regard we must expect an increas-
ed importance of the wall temperature condition and the heat trans-

T fer to or from the separated region on the flow characteristics°
Finally, the problem of boundary layer transition and its inter-
action with the separation phenomena must be considered because of
the extremely large change in flow characteristics which accompanies
transition in the neighborhood of separated flow0  Attempts at the
theoretical solution of problems of transition and the behavior of
turbulent separated regions are even more primitive than those for
laminar flow, but their importance is not diminished in view of the
need for basic understanding of the phenomena.

We review current theoretical work on high-speed separation
in the following discussion. Because the Crocco-Lees mixing theory
(Ref. 27) is the springboard for much of the theoretical work pre-
sented in the literature on separation, it is pertinent to begin

9



this discussion with a brief introduction to it. Applications of

the Crocco-Lees method to the problem of separation are discussed,
followed by a discussion of other theoretical approaches.

Crocco-Lees Method

Basically, the Crocco-Lees method (Ref. 27) is an approximate
integral method which uses correlation techniques. Previous in-
tegral methods, such as the Karman-Pohlhausen method (Ref, 1i p.
206), relate a single parameter, which describes the shape of the
velocity profile in the boundary layer, to the local external-
stream velocity gradient. These methods are inadequate for sep-
arated flows. For example, the Karman-Pohlhausen method fails for
large positive pressure gradients such as those associated with
separation. Thwaites• method (Ref. 28), which correlates boundary
lryer profiles and local pressure gradients, yields a Blasius flat-
plate profile for zero pressure gradient and so fails in the sep-
arated laminar plateau region, Nevertheless, modifications of
these theories are being sought to make this type of approach ap-
plicable to separated boundary layers (cf. Ref. 29).

Crocco and Lees introduced a new boundary-layer parameter
which is a nondimensional ratio of the mean velocity in the bound-
ary layer to the free-stream velocity. This parameterc K, can
be shown to be a function of the boundary-layer thickness, 5,
the displacement thickness, 5*V and the momentum thickness, 5"*

as follows:

5 - 5* - *
1c=

In terms of this parameter a friction correlation function, a mix-
ing-rate correlation function, and a mean-temperature correlation
function are obtained from known boundary-layer solutions or from
experiment. In their original paper, Crocco and Lees obtained
these functions from incompressible Falkner-Skan solutions (Ref.

1, p. 118). More recent works (Ref. 30 and 31) have used other

boundary-layer solutions, or empirical correlations.

These functions are used in the momentum integral equation

and in a second integral equation which is a continuity relation

expressing the rate of mixing of fluid from the external region

10



(isentropic stream) with that of the internal region (boundary
layer or dissipative-flow region). Crocco and Lees consider that
this mixing process is the fundamental mechanism in the growth of
a boundary layer.

* The correlation functions that are obtained from similarity
solutions of the incompressible boundary layer are related to an
entire family of compressible flows through the Stewartson trans-

formation (cf. Ref. 32). Although the arbitrariness in defining
the boundary layer thickness would seem to lead to great uncertain-
ties because the value of K is seen to be sensitive to the value
of 5, Gadd and Holder (Ref. 25) and Glick (Ref. 31) show that re-
sults of the method are fairly insensitive to any conventional

Schoices of 5. The Crocco-Lees method is limited to the case of
zero heat transfer at the wall, constant stagnation enthalpy, small
flow deflection angles, and the standard boundary layer assumption
I that the static pressure gradient normal to the wall is negligible
within the boundary layer. Crocco and Lees apply their method to
the problem of determining base pressure and various other problems

I in their report (Ref 0 27).

Cheng and Bray (Ref. 30), apply the Crocco-Lees method to the
separation produced by the interaction between an incident shock
wave and a boundary layer over a flat plate, as suggested by Crocco
in Ref. 33. They are unsuccessful in finding suitable correlation
functions for Qther than laminar flow, and even for laminar flow,
the results of the final calculations agree only qualitatively with
experiment. The calculated length of the separation bubble, for
example, is an order of magnitude larger than that observed ex-
perimentally.

1 In a follow-on investigation by Cheng and Chang (Ref. 34),
the application of the Crocco-Lees method is restricted to a com-
pletely laminar boundary layer. The aim was to determine the mini-
mum shock strength required to produce separation in a laminar
boundary layer. The calculated results are presented by means of
a simple formula which may be written as

p- P-p a (M - b) -6 7cC = 2p M (Re x 10

2 oo 2

where Res is the Reynolds number based on the distance from the

Hi leading edge to the separation point.
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In the case of Cpsep the calculated results show that a 0.03181

b = 0.4, and c = 0.160. In the case of Cpcrit a = 0°060, b = 0.59

and c = 0.186. These formulas would agree with the available ex-
perimental data of Ref. 3 if for Cpsep the value of "a" were equal

to 0.040o The same would be true for the data of Ref. 35 if for
Cpep o were equal to 0.056, and for Cpit a were equal to

0.120. These results indicate good qualitative agreement with ex-
periment but unsatisfactory quantitative agreement. The authors
claim, however, that the quantitative difference is not as great
as the differences among the experimental data insofar as pressure
ratio is concerned.

Glick, (Ref, 31), uses the theoretical studies of Thwaites,
Howarth, Falkner-Skan, and Hartree, (Refs. 28, 36, 1, p. 118, and
37) and the experimental study of flow over a.a ellipse by Schubauer
(Ref. 38) in an attempt to find relations for the Crocco-Lees cor-
relation functions in terms of K, for the flow region up to the
separation point. Beyond the separation point, the correlation
functions are obtained by means of experimental data. The con-
ditions of the experiment selected are M. = 2.45 and RE./inch =

6 x 1o4. The technique is employed in the reattaching region as
well, using data from the same experiment. Glick claims to have
achieved quantitative success with this approach. However, in the
region downstream of separation the correlation functions are ob-
tained from experimental conditions that are close to the condi-
tions that the calculated results are compared with; c.aution is
advisable here% His calculations are for the case of separation
induced by a shock wave interacting with a laminar boundary layer
in a free stream of Mach 2, and a separation Reynolds number of
2.3 x 105, He has also completed calculations for a case where
the Mach number is 5.8 and the separation Reynolds number is
1 x 105, but unfortunately no experimental data were available to
check these results. Glick explains why previous uses of Falkner-
Skan solutions to obtain the correlation functions have not result-
ed in good correlation with experiment. The basic reason is "the
physical fact that Falkner-Skan flows are similar flows which do
not have histories and do not reflect the essential change in shape
of the velocity profile prior to separation."

Based on the results that Glick has had with his modification
of the Crocco-Lees method, he appears to be very optimistic con-
cerning its further use. He suggests that more calculations be
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made with this method for other separated flow geometries such as
forward and rearward facing steps, corners, cutouts, ramps, etc.
As noted above, Glick maintains that the method is not sensitive
to the definition of the thickness of the boundary layer.

Bray, Gadd, and Woodger (Ref. 39) obtain their relations for
the Crocco-Lees correlation functions from the similarity solutions,
of the compressible, laminar boundary layer by Cohen and Reshotko,
(Refs. 15 and 16). The relations are derived and presented in terms
of the velocity ratio F', and the similarity variable, il. Some
of these similarity solutions have negative values of F' at low
values of 1, indicating reverse flow near the wall. These are
called '"lower-branch"' solutions and were first discovered and named
by Stewartson (Ref. 40).

Prior to the approach of Bray, Gadd, and Woodger it was assum-
ed that the boundary layer was bounded at its inner edge (in the
separated zone) by a region of relatively motionless flow. The

approach taken in Ref. 39, (or Ref. 25), was to base the relations
for the Crocco-Lees correlation functions on the lower-branch solu-
tions of Cohen and Reshotko in the separated zone, as mentioned
above, and on the upper-branch solutions for the attached region
of flow. This approach is more in keeping with the experimental
observation of flow reversal near the wall after the separation
point. Nevertheless, the authors claim that the results of this
approach agree only qualitatively with experiment. Because of
this and because of the algebraic complexity of the method, they
suggest the use of a new and simpler method which th~ey present.
This new method is a Pohlhausen-type method and does not result in
better agreement with experiment, although the results are as good
as those of the Crocco-Lees method. An important result of their
calculations, however, is the discovery of the "laminar foot" (cf.
Fig. 1, page 5 ) which had not been shown in previous analysesi of separated laminar boundary layers.

Other Methods

Hammitt (Ref. 5), using a simple flow model for turbulent
boundary layer separation due to an abrupt increase in pressure
(Fig. 2), postulates that within the small shock-wave boundary-
layer interaction region the transport of mass and momentum into
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tb.e boundary layer is small.
Also, near separation, shear
forces at the wall are neglect-
ed in the shock-wave boundary-
layer interaction region. Con-
servation of mass and momentum
are used to connect the up- M
stream and downstream equili- V-2,
brium boundary layers adjusted PO
through the small interaction
region where the pressure _ p"

changes are large. Mass and BOUNDARY
momentum transfer from either -
the stream or the wall and the low region / I
effect of skin friction are ne-

glected in this region. A one- Fig. 2 - Simple Flow Model for t
parameter boundary layer profile Turbulent Boundary Layer Separa-
is used and only average condi- tion
tions through the boundary lay-
er are considered; a parameter
is defined as the ratio of an average velocity to the velocity at
the edge of the boundary layer, the average velocity being taken as
the ratio of the momentum to the mass flow.

Hammitt is one of many who express the opinion that the effects
of compressibility on boundary layers should be of a quantitative
rather than a qualitative nature (cf. Refs. 5 and 11). Schuh (Ref.
11), Mager (Refs, 41 through 43), and Culick and Hill (Ref. 44) pre-
sent transformations used in extending incompressible solutions to
compressible flow cases. Mager obtains an incompressible relation-
ship between the velocities immediately upstream and downstream of
separation, V2

2 = KV2 ,O, and similarly relates the corresponding
Mach numbers across shock waves for compressible flows Mi = KM. (see
Fig. 2). The experimental range of K is between 0.49 and 0.60
regardless of the geometric mechanism causing separation. Using
Schuh's empirical results, Mager (Ref. 42) arrives at the follow-
ing expressions for the pressure ratios for turbulent separation:

sep + M+ 2 1 - KIM2
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HI and

P'2 _ sep 1l+G]

POO3

where

K M? -1
G =-0.328 -

2

and
i

1 K = 0.55

Separation and final pressure coefficients, obtained from
the above empirical theories and experimental correlations, are
plotted in Fig. 3 (cf. Refs, 5, 11, 43, and 45). The results all11 agree fairly well with Schuh's experimental correlation.

It is important to remember, however, that a certain amount

of agreement is guaranteed in each case by the use of empirical
data in evaluating constants and parameters for the different
theories. This is especially important when we consider their ex-
tension to higher Mach numbers. The flow model used in Ref. 5 in-
dicates a decrease in the thicknesst:of the turbulent boundary lay-
er whereas all other theoretical and experimental evidence indicates
that the boundary layer will thicken downstream of the'shock-wave
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boundary-layer interaction re- 0.[
gion (see, e.g., Ref. 2, p.
472). 0.. Hammit

Bogdonoff and Kepler (Ref.
46) study turbulent boundary
layer interaction using a flow 0 - Mager
model which they feel suscepti- \eI
ble to the type of treatment 0. N
proposed by Crocco and Lees; C Mpeak
they point out, however, that p Schuh

more information on mixing C-
rates, particularly in the Psep MIseparated flow region, is need- 0o. 1 I
ed for the direct application 0 1 2 5
of the Crocco-Lees method. In M
a more recent work, Gadd (Ref. _
47) presents a simple new meth- Fig. 3 - Turbulent Separation
od for treating the interac- Pressure Coefficients
tion of normal shock waves and turbulent boundary layers on flat I
surfaces.

The problem of separation for both turbulent and laminar com-
pressible boundary layers is treated by Honda (cf. Refs. 400 and

4ý9). He splits the turbulent boundary layer into an outer, es-
sentially inviscid, layer and an adjacent, inner, viscid layer.
For the laminar layer prior to the point of separation, Honda uses
the momentum integral equation, the energy integral equation, and
the mixing rate continuity equation. He introduces four parameters
after applying Stewartson's transformation and determines the re-
lations between them by using Pohlhausen's fourth degree poly-
nomial for the velocity profile. For the laminar separated layer,
he assumes a physical model in which the separation streamline re-
presents the "wall" of the layer where u = 0. He assumes that the
usual boundary layer assumptions still hold in the separated layer
and transforms the mass, momentum, and energy flux equations again
using Stewartson's transformation. He then makes two assumptions:
that the separation streamline is a straight line, and that the
boundary layer profile in the layer is similar to the profile at
the point of separation. The results of this approach upstream
and immediately downstream of the point of separation agree reason-
ably well with experiment for M r 2 to 3.
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11
Semiempirical theories for laminar separation, based on simpler

flow models than that used in the Crocco-Lees method, have been pro-
posed by Gadd (Refs. 50 and 51), Chapman (Ref. 3), Donaldson (Ref.

12), and others. Pressure distributions are considered first in

the absence of heat-transfer effects.

The general qualitative shape of the pressure distribution
curve in the region of incipient separation of laminar boundary
layers is presented in an early paper by Gadd (Ref. 50); the actual
separation point cannot be determined because the boundary layer
is represented by similar profiles (Refs. 15 and 16) and so the
separation profile is never realized. A more quantitative approach
taken by Gadd (Ref. 51) is to split the boundary layer into two ad-
jacent layers: a very thin layer next to the wall and an outer
layer comprising the remainder of the boundary layer. The outer
layer may be calculated using an essentially inviscid analysis.
The inner layer is calculated by requiring that the shear and pres-
sure gradients balance and that the profile of the inner layer
smoothly join that of the outer layer. The line separating the
layers is not necessarily a streamline. Gadd accomplishes this

for the general case and then for the simpler case when the inner
layer may be assumed to be only a minor portion of the total thick-
ness of theboundary layer. The differences in the results are al-
most nil. In this manner the Cp equation on page 24 is obtained.

A similar procedure, but using several adjacent layers, is current-
ly proposed by C. Donaldson of A.R.A.P. *A theoretical treat-
ment of moderately separated flows due to a prescribed, continuous,
(isentropic) pressure rise is presented by Bloom in Ref. 67. The
velocity profile is assumed representable by a fourth degree poly-
nomial and the integral method, described on pages 206 and 289 of

¶ Ref. 1, is used.

Leading edge separation and reattachment are analyzed by
Chapman, Kuehn, and Larson (Ref. 3). Their flow model is shown in
Fig. 4. A uniform

M
CO

7-177-77W

Mixing P2
region 

P2

Separation Reattachment

L Fig. 4 - Separation Flow Model Used in Ref. 3
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stream with no boundary layer, mixes with a dead air region of
equal pressure. The mixing region grows parabolically, similar to
the growth of laminar boundary layers, and is composed of similar
profiles. Therefore, the velocity ratio U/u•, where U is the
velocity along the dividing streamline, remains constant. The
Blasius equation may then be solved and, for a linear viscosity-
'temperature law, it is found that the velocity ratio is constant:
U/ u, = 0.587. Furthermore, for Mach numbers less than 5 and
a power law relationship between viscosity and temperature, the
value of U is essentially constant; thus, regardless of Reynolds
number, streamwise station, viscosity-temperature law, and Mach
number, u 0.587 as long as the initial velocity is uniform.
The dividing streamline at separation, by continuity for steady
flows, must be the dividing streamline at reattachment. The mass
flow scavenged from the dead air region by the mixing layer must
equal the mass flow reversed back into the dead air region by the
pressure rise at separation. Assuming isentropic compression of f
the stream flow at reattachment, Chapman, Kuehn, and Larson (Ref. 3)
obtain the expressions

T

1. + - 1 2 y-1
_POO= 2 M2

p 12
P2 2

1+ i M2

and

2 2(i-2) M2 2 2
(1- 2142C for 0. .587 M 2 0.655 M C

where subscript co indicates undisturbed stream conditions and sub-
script 2 indicates conditions at the end of the reattachment zone.
Thus, the pressure rise across reattachment is given in the first

18
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equation and, from the second equation and using u, 0.587, the
Mach number ratio across reattachment. The second equation is of
the same form as 'Mager's equation on page 15 but the constant for
the isentropic pressure rise at reattachment is higher.

Heat. Transfer,

Chapman, Gadd, and several others present analyses including

heat-transfer effects (cfo Refs. 13 through 24 and 51). Chapman
(Ref. 13) uses the same flow model as shown in Fig. 4 and a com-
pressible-flow modification of the von Mises stream function trans-
formation (Ref. 1, page 122). The momentum and energy equationsL are solved for the case of constant wall enthalpy for various values
of the Prandt.l number, and Sutherland's viscosity-temperature law
(Ref. 53, page 168). The velocity ratio along the dividing stream-

I line is again found to be constant and equal to 0.587, and varia-
tions of Pr were found to affect the results negligibly. Bound-
ary-layer theory is again assumed to be valid in the mixing region.

I Chapman's results are only for the over-allheat transfer to the
separated flow region and do not represent a heat-transfer distri-
bution. He obtains the results that the average heat-transfer rate
for a separated laminar boundary layer is 56% of the heat-transfer
rate for an attached laminar boundary layer on a flat plates. Chap-
man (Ref. 13) presents the low Mach -number turbulent separated case

Sfor Pr = 1 and obtains the result that the average heat transfer
in a turbulent separated region may be 6.3 times as great: as that
for an attached turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate. Consider-L. able doubt exists as to the accuracy of this result, as it is not
evident in experiments (see General Characteristics). He also cal-
culates the effective skin friction in the separated laminar caseh and finds it to be about six tenths of the attached value. The case
of fluid injection into the dead air region is considered, and it
is shown that minor mass injection would greatly reduce the heat
transfer to the wall.

Gadd (Ref. 51) states that his theory, as described above, pre-Ii dicts that cooling a wall increases the pressure rise required to
separate a laminar boundary layer. In agreement with Gadd, Poots
(Ref. 54) shows that heating a wall encourages separation. Gadd
states that although his results may be qualitatively correct, they
are useless quantitatively and that the unrigorous dimensional argu-

I ments presented by Chapman (Ref. 13) give much better agreement for

L
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over-all heat transfer with the experimental work of Larson (Ref.
14). Heat transfer effects on separated flow regions were investi-

gated using observations of free flight tests at supersonic (Ref.
52) and at hypersonic (Ref. 65) Mach numbers. Lankford presents
experimental data which demonstrate that laminar separation ahead
of axisymmetric compression corners is delayed by reducing the wall
temperature. The extent of separation is reduced and the inviscid
pressure distribution is approached as the wall temperature is low-
ered, whereas heating the wall causes upstream movement of the sep-
aration point (Ref. 65).

Experimental evidence obtained by Larson (Ref. 14) and also by
SebanP Emery, and Levy (Ref. 55) for separated turbulent boundary
layer flows indicate the failure of theoretical analyses in predict.- I
ing the heat-transfer effects. For example, the theory postulated
by Chapman (Ref. 13) described above, does not give reasonable esti-
mates for even the over-all, (average) heat transfer, much less the
detailed distribution of heat transfer, to regions for separated
turbulent boundary layers. Further work on heat-transfer effects
on separated-zone pressures and transition is currently in progress
at NASA, Ames Laboratory. The dearth of papers on theoretical and
experimental research on heat-transfer effects for separated turbu-
lent boundary layers is brought out in several survey type reports
(cf. Refs. 22 and 56)°

Finally, Kuo (Ref. 23) determined that although dissociation
does greatly reduce the thermal boundary layer thickness and lowers
the temperature at the outer edge of the boundary layer, the in-
clusion of dissociation effects for a gas in dissociated equilib-
rium does not affect either the heat flux or'the friction coeffi-
cient at the wall for either laminar or turbulent boundary layers.
Dissociation effects may be included in boundary layer analyses by 1
using Cohen's correlation formulas and tables (Ref, 57).

.1
Separation on, Windward Surfaces

The major portion of the forces acting on a hypersonic vehicle
are experienced by the compression surfaces, and the understanding
of the flow field over such surfaces is of paramount importance.
Shock induced separation, due to incident shock waves, forward fac-
ing steps, ramps and spikes, is treated here. Except for a single
study of separation due to supersonic isentropic compression (a fil •
leted ramp), virtually all studies that we describe involve shock-
wave boundary-layer interaction.
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Incident Shock-Wave Separation

A boundary layer may separate locally because of the pressure
rise associated with a shock wave generated by an external body and
incident to the boundary layer, as sketched in Fig. 5 (from Howarth,
Ref. 2, page 472.) In flight the shock generator may be a fin, or

perhaps the lip of an intake (Refs. 6 and 58). In an experiment
the shock generators are usually plac2d parallel to the surface be-

I ing studied; a wedge may be used to generate a two-dimensional shock
incident to the boundary layer on a wind-tunnel wall or on a model
in the tunnel.

[I Incident ///// entdent Re ected
Sh k S k c

Ref ected Shcoc
/ ock

4/

_ Boundary LayerB oun•ry_ L~y r - -//57"

//777Z//7777 77777

Laminar Turbulent

1 Fig. 5 Boundary Layer Separation
by Incident Shock Wave

I The study of separation is somewhat simplified when the pressure
rise is due to a shock wave generated by an external object. The
location of the inviscid shock wave is not affected by the inter-
action. Also, the approximate location of the separated flow region
may be determined from the undisturbed boundary layer thickness and

[} the location of the inviscid shock. One complicating factor, on
the other hand, is the existence of both incident and reflected
shocks, As in all separation problems, the classical boundary lay-
er simplifications are no longer valid near the interaction zone.
In this connection, BogdonoffandKepler (Ref. 46) have shown experi-
mentally that the normal pressure gradients, ýp/6y, can be as high

L• as twice the value of the streamwise gradients, 6p/ýx, just before
the separation point.

L Laminar boundary layers cannot withstand pressure gradients
as high as turbulent ones can. The inviscid pressure rise is
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spread over a larger surface distance because the laminar shear
stresses are less than the turbulent. This is evidenced in Fig. 6,
which shows surface pressure distributions for incident shocks on
laminar and turbulent boundary layers. The Mach number

M 140
0,.24 00 >. 1

I I0.20-.

0.1016 16 0,16

Turb 7 <--La tn. 7_
012 - 0.12 Rea-ttac[

0 0.0ý-P 0. 04

0 0-0 0 .fuleat I

-4 -2 0 2 4 -1 0 1 2

cm, inches I
26 Wedge, Mw = 1.43 14' Wedge, Mc = 2.9, 1/6 inch

(Ref. 105) (Ref. 59)
(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Incident Shock Surface Pressure Distributions 1

was 1,43, the undisturbed laminar boundary layer thickness was
about 0.7 mm, and the corresponding turbulent boundary layer thick-
ness was about 1.4 mm. The length of diffusion was equal to about
100 5 in the case of interaction with a laminar-boundary layer,
decreased to about 10 bt for a turbulent boundary layer; the
symbol 5 denotes boundary, layer thickness in the shock region.

Vas (Ref. 59), Bogdonoff and Kepler (Ref. 46), and Vas and
Bogdonoff (Ref. 60), present several surface pressure distributions
for turbulent boundary layer separation caused by incident oblique
shocks. A sample of their data is shown in Fig. 6 for a wedge semi-
vertex angle of 140 and a free stream Mach number of 2.9. The
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points of separation and reattachment are indicated. The separated[I flow region was about (3/4) 5t in height and 61 bt long, where bt
.is the thickness of the undisturbed turbulent boundary layer. Vas
states 'that the boundary layer for the case presented in Fig. 6b
was "definitely turbulent". The greater spread of the pressure
rise, over that shown in Fig. 6a for a turbulent- boundary layer,
is due to the much smaller shock angle and thicker boundary layer.
The wedge angle was varied from G to 14 degrees and total pressure
probes, both forward and rearward facing, were used to survey the
entire interaction region. The boundary layer did not separate

A for the 30 wedge; for all greater wedge angles the boundary layer
did separate., with the length of the separated flow region increas-
ing with wedge angle. The streamwise Mach number distribution,
measured 0.01" above the wall, was plotted versus x for all wedge
angles. For the 3" wedge there is a large dip in the curve and
separation is nearly incipient. For the thicker wedges the dip
goes below the M = 0 axis, indicating reverse flow. The plots are
similar in shape to the local friction plots shown in Fig. 1,y page 5 . The pressure ratio across the 8° wedge shock of Vas, for
M = 2.9, is just less than 1.0 (Ref, 61). This pressure ratio is
equal to that needed to separate a turbulent boundary layer by a
'normal shock wave (Ref. 1). It appears from this that the critical

_ pressure rise is relatively insensitive to the geometry of the in-
cident shock wave, but is a function of the strength of the shock
wave,

Investigations of pressure rises associated with turbulent
boundary layer separation caused by incident shocks (sometimes re-
ferred to as reflected-shock separation) are presented in Refs. 3,
6, 7, 9, 41, 42, 439 46, 59, and 62. In Fig. 43 of the report by
Chapman, Kuehn and Larson (Ref. 3), the separation pressure rise for
incident shocks is plotted versus Reynolds number for three Mach
numbers,, The separation pressure rise for turbulent layers is a
weak function of Reynolds number, becoming essentially independent
of Reynolds number as the free stream Mach number increases and,
in agreement with Schuh (Ref,. 11), as the Reynolds number increases

_ over about 107, As mentioned earlier, Mager (Refs, 41 through 43)

-- obtains separation pressure rises which are independent of geometry;
thus, the theoretical relations presented on page 14 are taken to

I hold for incident shocks.

Shock waves incident to laminar boundary layers have been

L studied by Hakkinen etal., Gadd, and Greber (Refs. 13, 35, 51, and
63) and are discussed in the works of Lange and Love (Refs. 6 and 9).
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I
From the various theoretical and experimental works, the following
two equations are obtained for the laminar separation pressure rise
and the laminar plateau, respectively

4]
C A Re (M -1)

Psep 0

I

Pplat 1

The coefficients A and B are defined in the following table where
pertinent remarks are also made. These equations are derived by
relating Cpsep and Cpplat to the skin friction coefficient which

would exist at the separation point if the pressure were constant.

TABLE 1

CONSTANTS IN CORRELATIONS OF SEPARATION PRESSURES

Ref. No. Author M Range A B Remarks

51 Gadd M > 1 1.13 - Theoretical; thick-ness of inner profile

assumed small

3 Chapman 1 < M < 3.6 .93 1.82 Empirical fit*

35 1Iakkinen Mo400 2 1,15 1.90 Theoretical estimate;
satisfactory corre-
lation for M = 2 only

• Presented in Refs. 51. and 4, obtained from data of Ref. 3.
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VI Since present indications are that the laminar separation pres-
sure rise and laminar plateau pressure are independent of the type
of shock inducing separation, the above equations hold as well forU other types of laminar separation, As new results are obtained,
however, the form of the equations, and the values of the coeffi-
cients A and B, may show dependence on geometry as the Mach numberII increases.

Hakkinen, et al., (Ref. 35) derive a relationship for the
plateau pressure rise, namely

SC =I•6'5 C
Pplat Psep

This expression agrees quite well with the data at M = 2; at other
Mach numbers its validity has not been verified, They further note
that the boundary layer profiles are modified near the wall in the
separated flow region. Outside of the reverse-flow region the
boundary layer behaves much as an undisturbed boundary layer. Up-
stream and downstream of separation for the laminar case the skin
friction is close to the Blasius value. If the separated flow re-
gion is long enough, the characteristic laminar plateau appears,
The pressure rises to the plateau value from its undisturbed value
upstream of separation and then rises to the final pressure down-
stream of reattachment; the final pressure corresponds to that be-
hind the incident and the reflected shock waves, Their theoretical
treatment is based on these experimental observations,

Two-dimensional surface curvature effects on the pressure rises
associated with oblique shock waves incident to laminar boundary
layers are presented by Greber and Gadd (Refs. 18, 51,and 63). Ex-
1perimental results indicate that the curvature effects can merely
be superimposed on the flat plate interaction results. Curvaturl
leads to a favorable pressure gradient flow which is calculable
using Prandtl-Meyer expansion- Thus, the strength of the incident
shock causing incipient separation must be increased to account for
the Prandtl-Meyer decrease in pressure, the critical pressure co-
efficient remaining unchanged.So also, for separated boundary lay-
ers, the pressure in the separated region. the plateau pressure,
is reduced on the curved wall by the inviscid pressure decrease
associated with the curvature,

The boundary layer may be laminar at separation and be-

come turbulent before reattachment; separation of this transitional
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type of boundary layer 'by incident shock waves exhibits the general
characteristics discussed earlier, The laminar plateau region is 7
shortened, and downstream of transition the pressure distribution
is similar to that for turbulent boundary layers (cf, Fig,, 1 of
this report, Fig, 16 of Ref, 3). Ha.kkinen's (Ref, 35) results in.-
dicate a large increase in skin friction for turbulent reattach-
ment; also, the pressure usually rises above its inviscid value
and must decay back down to it whereas, for laminar rea•ttachment'[
the pressure rises monotonically to its inviscid value.

Boundary layer separation. is to be expected ahead of forward- ]

facing steps as long as the step height is not negligible in com-
parison to the thickness of the boundary layer, Thus, even small
ridges on a surface may cause separation and alter the pressure
distribution, particularly so for turbulent boundary ]ayers,
Sketches of such flows and typical pressure distributions

X/

.- '/7777•,/:77. .-7 7 /17777727;,777/ 7/-7-7./•

2,2, -' II

2.0o

1c-sep.

P-- I o

-2-
Zs ep, s s~ep.

Laminar transitional Turbulent

Fig. 7 Separation ahead of a Step
M = 2,3, (cf., Ref. 3)
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are shown in Fig. 7 (cf. Refs. 3, 4, and 46). Separation ahead
of a step is a strong, self-induced interaction flow, The invis-
cid flow affects the viscid flow and is in return affected by the
viscid flow. Thus the separation point is not known beforehand;

~ the flow adjusts itself to an equilibrium position. The reattach-
ment point, on the other hand, must be at the top of the step.

A laminar boundary layer cannot withstand the pressure rise
that a turbulent one can, and so separates much further upstream.
The effective shape seen by the inviscid flow is a wedge of small
slope, as evidenced by the shock wave pattern and by the surface
pressure distribution. Turbulent boundary layers separate just
ahead of the step and give rise to much stronger shock waves.

As an example, Sterrett and Emery (Ref. 4) state that for iden-
tical steps and free stream Mach numbers laminar separation occurred
about 17 step heights upstream of the 4 step whereas turbulent
separation occurred about 4 step heights upstream and had a pres-
sure rise 3 times as great as the laminar pressure rise. Once
again transitional separation yields a flow picture and pressure
distribution which are composites of the laminar and turbulent
cases; the length of the separated flow region is between the lam-

I inar and turbulent lengths and the pressure distribution resembles
the laminar case. The characteristic plateau prevails up to the
transition point, after which the flow resembles the turbulent
case, The total pressure rise is between those associated with
laminar and turbulent separations,

The turbulent pressure distribution has a characteristic peak
prior to reattachment. The peak pressure ratio increases and moves

ii upstream as the step height increases (Refs. 6 and 46). The value
L of the peak pressure rise coefficient is apparently independent of

Reynolds number, as evidenced in Fig. 16 of Ref. 4, Fig. 5 of Ref.b 69 Fig. 6 of Ref. 9, Fig. 20 of Ref., 46, and Fig. 1 of Ref. 64,

The peak pressure rise coefficient for turbulent separation
ahead of steps decreases with increasing Mach number. Reshotko and
Tucker present their analysis of turbulent separation ahead of
steps in Ref. 7; they find that the pressure rise ratios should be
functions of the Mach number ratio across the inviscid shock wave,
For the peak pressure rise ratio the Mach number ratio is 0.762.
Their prediction is fairly good for undisturbed stream Mach numbersL less than about 3½. Mager's work, which involves a Mach number
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ratio also, does not depend on geometry and is shown on page 16;
for this case the ratio varies from, 0,7 to 0.775, Lange's earlier
empirical work leads to Cea = 0,524009M. which is in fairly•peak CO

good agreement with the later results of Refs, 4, 7, and 9 for 1.5
< M 3.5, The following empirical relationships of Love (Ref,100
9) and St:nrett .id Emery (Ref, 4) adequately predict the peak pres-
sure rise coefficient, which is seen to be independent of the Mach
number ratio across the shock;

from Love, for 1i5 < M < 3ý5, and H > 6

I
C = 3,2

Ppeak 2± (M -. 1

and from Sterrett and Emery, for 3.5 < M < 6.5, and H > 5

T

C 0,13 - IS5 + 9,1
Ppeak M 2 M 3

ii
Sterrett and Emery mention the important fact that the above equa-
tions are only applicable once the step height is sufficiently
large to give constant peak pressure coefficients, From the ear-
lier work of Bogdonoff and Kepler (Ref. 46), we conclude that the
step height must be larger than the undisturbed boundary layer
thickness for the equations to hold.

The separation pressure rise does not depend on the height of
the step (cf. Fig. 7 of Ref. 46). Mager's work leads to a Mach
number ratio of 0.742 for turbulent separation regardless of the
geometry and mechanism causing it (see pages 14 and 15)., Because
of the steepness of the pressure gradient near separation, it is
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hard to determine C Psep experimentally, Values of the separation
pressure coefficients, obtained experimentally by Chapman, Kuehn,
and Larson. and .Sterrett and
Emery (Refs. 3 and 4) are
shown in the adjoining
Fig. 8.

0I
Laminar separation

ahead of a step depends 0.4_.....
both on Reynolds namber C
and on Mach number. The p eak
separation and plateau 0.
pressure coefficients are j [pSconsidered by most authors sep

to be independent of the 2 4 6

mode of producing separa- M

tion. Love points out in
Ref. 9 that the pressureI rise at the laminar foot
is independent of geome- Fig. 8 Pressure Coefficient fortry but not necessarily Turbulent Separation ahead

the pressure rise at the of a Step

first downstream peak;
however,, his curve (Fig. 5 of Ref. 9) suspiciously resembles tran-..-1sitional separation ahead of a step (cf. Figs, 12 and 23 of Ref. 3).

The engineering method of locating the separation point for
I either laminar or turbulent separation ahead of a step is as fol-

lows. The plateau or peak pressure coefficient is found for the
prevailing type of boundary layer and local Mach and Reynolds num-Lbers, The oblique shock wave giving the pressure rise and the
corresponding deflection of the inviscid stream may be found from
tables such as those in Ref. 61. The deflection angle is measured
from the top of the step downward to where it intersects the sur-
face upstream of the step. We have found good agreement using this
rough method with the recent data from Ref. 4 up to M = 6.5.

Bogdonoff and Vas describe two important effects related to
step separation in Ref. 97. The first concerns the hypersonic
blunt leading edge effects. A step on a flat plate "sees" the
local flow which may be drastically altered by any bluntness of
the leading edge of the plate. They found that the preceding re-
sults may qualitatively be superimposed on the blast-wave pressure
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distribution that would exist over the plate alone in a hypersonic
stream. Secondly, they rounded the step making the step front a
a hemi-cylinder. The step shoulder was thereby moved downstream
and the pressure in the separated-flow region was reduced,. The
reduction of the pressure is roughly equivalent to the reduction
in the blast wave pressure due to the movement of the shoulder
downstreamV and so no reliable results may be drawn for the effects
of rounding the step corner because of the preponderance of the
blast wave effect, More discussion of the effects of rounding a
step corner is contained in the section on Cavities.

Ramps

Understanding the flow field ahead of a ramp is important for
conventional flap-type controls. Again, the geometric effects are
more pronounced for turbulent layers, with the difference between
the peak pressures for steps and wedges becoming greater as the
Mach number increases. Also, the location of boundary layer tran-
sition with respect to the separation and reattachment points sig-

nificantly affects the pressure distribution (Fig. 1). Schlieren
photographs of flow in the Grumman Hypersonic Shock Tunnel in
front of a 30' wedge mounted on a 5 inch-long flat plate are shown
in Fig. 9 for Mach 13 for Reynolds numbers of 5 x 104 and 20 x 104.
Note how the rapid growth of the hypersonic boundary layer makes
it very difficult to define a separation point, even when optical
techniques are used.,

Separated flows in front of ramps are complicated by the fact f
that neither the separation nor the reattachment points are known
beforehand, The interaction between the shock wave and the bound-
ary layer adjusts until an equilibrium position is obtained, An
estimation of the extent of the separated-flow region may be made
as follows., The plateau pressure for laminar separation is asso-
ciated with a given oblique shock strength and is also a function
of the Reynolds number at the point of separation. The flow de-
flection angle is uniquely determined knowing Mo and P21/ for
the oblique shock (cf. Ref. 61). The flow angle and the corre-
sponding flow conditions prior to reattachment may be used to de-
termine if the flow will reattach on the ramp. A few iterations
may be required to obtain a spread of possible solutions or to as-
certain if any solution is compatible for the given flow. If the
wedge angle is too high, or the wedge is too short, the flow will
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reattach at the top of the wedge and the flow will be similar to
separated flow ahead of a step. For transitional separation the
flow is more likely to reattach on a. given wedge since the turbu-
lent reattachment criteria can be applied. For turbulent separa-
tion ahead of a wedge the pressure distribution exhibits a char-
acteristic "inflection point"' at the start of the wedge (cf. Fig.
14 of Ref. 3 and Fig. 7 of Ref. 6), The value of the inflection
point pressure coefficient is used in determining the deflection I
angle of the dividing streamline.

Reshotko and Tucker (Ref. 7) obtain a solution for the in-
flection point pressure ratio which corresponds to a Mach number
ratio across the inviscid shock, M2 /M. = 0.81. When compared with

their solution for steps, M2/M = 0.762, this solution displays
the importance of geometry which is ignored in Mager's works (in
which, for wedges as well as incident shocks and steps, the Mach
number ratio at separation is taken as 0.742). The flow deflec- I
tion angle may readily be obtained from shock tables using this
Mach number ratio of 0.81. 1

Pressure distributions for 10', 200, and 300 wedges on flat
plates, obtained for Mach 11.6 flow in the Princeton helium tunnel,
are presented in Ref. 97. The hypersonic blast-wave effects may I
be superimposed on the pressure distributions for the upstream
portion of the flow wbe" separation exists ahead of the wedges.
In the interaction reg.on the blunt leading edge effects change
the expected pressure distribution radically. For 10' wedges,
the thinner the leading edge the thicker the laminar boundary lay-
er and the further upstream separation occurs. The flow field be-
comes complicated at high Mach number, and it is difficult to as-
sess the extent of separation because of the blast wave and viscous
interaction effects. Similar studies were performed on a blunt
flat plate with a 25% chord trailing edge flap (Ref. 66). The
plate was fixed at zero angle of attack in the Mach 13.4 helium
stream and the flap was deflected into the stream at angles up to
20 degrees. Separation occx,.:red at the quarter chord point for the
maximum deflection angle.

Curved fillets placed in the corner of a ramp on a flat plate
smooth the inviscid pressure rise and make it continuous. Drougge
presents experimental evidence in Ref. 8 for"which there was no
separation of a turbulent boundary layer for pressure rises equal
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to 0.48q for stream Mach numbers of 1.81 and 2.76. Although
Schuh mentions in Ref. 11 that these pressure rises, being larger
than the critical pressure rise, cannot be attributed to the con-
tinuous compressionj the other authors generally disagree. Typical
pressure distributions ahead of a circularly filleted 250 ramp are
shown in Fig. 17 of Ref. 3. No separation at all was observed in
the turbulent case when the ramp was sufficiently filleted.

A theoretical treatment of moderately separated flows due to
a prescribed, continuous, (isentropic) pressure rise is presented
by Bloom in Ref. 67. The velocity profile is assumed representable
by a fourth degree polynomial and the integral method described on
pages 206 and 289 of Ref. 1 is used.

Spikes

Laminar separation may advantageously be used in hypersonic
flows, although the use of separation devices, such as spikes,
could produce unpredictable forces. The use of spikes in front of
blunt axisymmetric bodies to reduce the forebody drag by effective-
ly streamlining the blunt body has been a controversial subject
for several years. In the endeavor to better understanding the
pertinent phenomena, Bogdonoff and Vas present in Ref. 65 an ini-
tial experimental study of two-dimensional spikes in front of hemi-
cylindrical leading edge flat plates. The basic flow phenomena
are akin to those ahead of a step although the purely separation
flow aspects are somewhat clouded over by the use of small models,necessitated by the Princeton Helium Tunnel, and the importance of
th~e hypersonic blunt leading-edge effects.

L t The defining feature of the spiked bodies is the ratio Ra, of
the length of the thin spike to the thickness of the blunt body
(the diameter of the hemicylinder in these cases). Laminar separa-
tion near the tip of the spike is observed for Ra < 3. At great-
er values of Ra the separation point is on the surface of the
spike but little further change in the pressure distribution over
the hemicylinder occurs. The forebody pressure drag is reduced to
a very small fraction of that without a spike. In addition to the
drag being only a minor portion of the unspiked body (about 10%),
the heat transfer to the hemicylinder was reduced to about 30% of
the unspiked value. The important requirement for the reduction
of the heat-transfer rate is that the boundary layer remain laminar
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after separation, Finally, deflecting the spike leads to an ef-
fective control device. A larger discussion on spikes is found
under Axisymmetric Bodies.

Separation on Leeward Surfaces I
In subsonic aircraft, the sudden loss of lift, or stall, is.

due to separation on the leeward side of the Uing. At hypersonic
speeds, however, the leeward side of the vehicle contributes only
a minor portion of the lift, so the changes kn flow field due to
separation on the leeward surface do not i .sult in large changes
in aerodynamic loads, We consider these pioblems because of their
importance to heat-transfer distributions and the loss of control I
effectiveness in regions of detached flow.

This section deals with so-called breakaway separation for I
which the flow separates from the surface even though the inviscid
streamwise pressure gradient is favorable, This phenomenon may be
related to the limiting turning angle given by inviscid supersonic I
theory, but the presence of a thick boundary layer often compli-
cates prediciton of the flow. Surface geometry often dictates the
existence of breakaway separation, such as from the leading edge
of a sharp plate at high angle of attack or from a rearward-facing
step or base region. The total separated-flow region with reat- -1
tachment either in the wake or on the surface must usually be con-
sidered in these problems. As in the preceding section, only two-
dimensional flows are considered,,

There are two factors which contribute to a flow "breaking
away" from a surface on which, in the inviscid sense, the stream-
wise pressure gradient is favorable. High Mach number flows have
relatively small maximum turning angles in a Prandtl-Meyer ex-
pansion (e.g. 28' for M = 10, y = 1.4), which result in a predicted
cavitation region for surface deflections greater than the maximum
angle, This simple phenomenon becomes much more difficult to pre-
dict when entropy layers from upstream shock detachment and thick
boundary layers create a region of low Mach number flow near the
corner, The inviscid cavitation region now becomes a separated

region, fed by the low-energy fluid near the wall. Equally im-
portant is upstream propagation of the effects of downstream re-

compression of the flow, sometimes in the wake, but often on the

body itself. These two factors are often present simultaneously,

and are therefore difficult to isolate conceptually.
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The flow sketched in Fig. Sho
10 is to be studied under the
present contract. Intuitively,
the inertia of the flow can
cause local separation at the
sharp ridge; reattachment is Bndry. Lyr.
expected upstream of the base
of the test configuration. M Separated
Lessen and Lees (Refs. 68 and flow region
69) note that the centrifugal
force acting on the flow must
be balanced by the radial pres-
sure gradient and, using stand-
ard boundary layer theory, show
that even highly cooled bound-
ary layers (for which the mass
flow is a maximum near the sm- Fig. 10 Breakaway Separation
face rather than near the edge)
are always stabilized by convex surface curvature. Interactions
of turbulent boundary layers with Prandtl-Meyer expansion fans
have been investigated in particular by Murthy and Hammitt (Ref.
70). The failure of present theory to explain the experimentally
observed regions of locally separated flows is believed to result
from the standard assumption that the boundary layer is thin with
respect to the surface radius of curvature; for sharp edges, such
as the ones under consideration, the surface radius of curvature
vanishes. The complete Navier-Stokes equations must be re-examin-
ed for treatment of this problem. A better understanding of the

Li phenomena will facilitate analyzing the general problem where both
surface curvature and downstream adverse pressure gradient are im-

f portant in causing separation.

Leading-edge separation and reattachment on a concave sur-
V I face are treated by Chapman, Kuehn, and Larson (Ref. 3). Their

work is described in Theoretical Approaches. The pressure ratio
given by their equation on page 13 was found to be independent of
Reynolds number and is in excellent agreement with the experimental
data. In applying the method to flows over rearward-facing steps
(sketched with pressure distributions in Fig. 11), small errors

were to be expected in the results because of the existence of a

boundary layer at separation (they assume no initial boundary lay-

er, see page 18). When the transition point was near or upstream

of reattachment shocks were noticeable at recompression and the
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Laminar Transitional Turbulent
Fig. 11 Flows over Rearward Facing Steps (from Ref. 3)

pressure in the separated region decreased. The separated zone
was shortest for turbulent separation and the pressure was only I
a small part of the laminar separation pressure.

The application of the theory of Chapman, et a'., involves I
an iterative scheme, Beheim describes the scheme in Ref. 71 as
follows: first the base pressure is estimated, next the turning
angle and Mach number are calculated according to Prandtl-Meyer
expansion, and then isentropic compression at reattachment gives
the final Mach number and pressure, which must agree with the
Chapman reattachment equation presented on page 13. Beheim in-
cludes the use of tabulated values of the velocity ratio along
the dividing streamline for both laminar and turbulent flows and
allows the reattachment surface to be canted up at an arbitrary
angle. This method should probably be modified for entropy rise
in the recompression when the mixing layer is turbulent.

The importance of the ability of boundary layers to transmit
the effects of a pressure rise far upstream is brought out in
several reports (cf. Refs. 42, 72,and 73). Love (Ref. 72) assumes
the flow behind a blunt-based two-dimensional body to be complete-
ly analogous to the flow ahead of a forward facing step, and ob-
tains fair experimental agreement for base pressures for turbulent
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boundary layers. The turning angle into the wake behind the blunt
I) body is taken to be the angle corresponding to the peak pressure

rise coefficient for turbulent boundary layer separation ahead of
a step which is a function of only the free stream Mach number

Ii (see the equations on page 28). Evident in the flow photographs
presented in Ref. 72 is the existence of a "lip shock" immediately
downstream of the expansion fan at the corner of the base. Appar-
ently the flow overexpands slightly and must undergo a compression
through a shock wave.

Separation from a smooth surface upstream of the wake is ex-

perienced on many lifting surfaces. As the angle of attack in-
creases the critical pressure ratio is exceeded (the trailing-
edge shock becomes stronger) and the flow separates before the
trailing edge. The extent of the separation increases with the
strength of the trailing-edge shock that would be required to turn

I the flow parallel to the stream. This form of separation, studied,
for example, by Ferrari (Ref. 73), is quite similar to separation
in over-expanded nozzles (Refs. 42 and 74). If the ambient dis-

I charge pressure is larger than the critical pressure, separation
will occur in the nozzle. The location of the separation will
adjust itself to the point where, for the local value of the Mach
number in the nozzle flow and the character of the boundary layer
prevailing at that point (laminar or turbulent), the corresponding
separation pressure-Mach number relationship is satisfied.

Three-Dimensional and Unsteady FlowsY
L The preceding sections are limited to descriptions of separa-

tion phenomena which are two-dimensional in nature; this section
1, comprises a discussion of three-dimensional and unsteady flow
L phenomena associated with separation. Three-dimensional flows

have been observed occasionally over two-dimensional forward and
rearward facing steps (Refs. 4 and 75). Sterret and Emery note
that the flow ahead of a step has a three-dimensional character
whenever transition is close to the point of separation (Ref. 4);
the same type of flow is observed by Chapman, Kuehn, and Larson
for lower stream Mach numbers (Ref. 3, Fig. 35). In the latter
case it is noted that the peak pressure rise measured is consider-
ably less than the theoretical two-dimensional value. Kline (Ref.
76) suggests that the inception of stall in turbulent boundary
layers cannot be described by any two dimensional flow model.
Separation, according to his thesis, comes about through the non-
steady appearance of stall in a sublayer produced by an adverse
pressure gradient. This would mean that turbulent boundary layer
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separdLions can be microscopically three-dimensional even if the
surrounding geometry is two,-dimensional. Unsteadiness of a com-
parable magnitude must accompany this effect.

Although the detailed physical process of separation is pro-
bably three-dimensional, even for essentially two-dimensional ]
boundary conditions, two,-dimensional flow models are amenable to
analysis and the methods described in the preceding sections en-
able one to predict roughly the separation flow phenomena on many
practical geometries. Even truly three-dimensional flows, such as
separation ahead of a swept step, may be analyzed by considering
the component of the flow normal to the step. Macroscopically
three-dimensional separation and effects of flow fluctuations are
described in this section. Particular threedimensional and un- |
steady flow effects pertinent to cavities are described in the

following section Flow Over Cavities.

In view of the general lack of solutions to three-dimensional
boundary layer problems, it is even more difficult to give speci-
fic information about three-dimensional separation than itt is inf
the two-.dimensional case. There are, however, certain special
characteristics of three-dimensional separation problems which
should be discussed. (Three.-dimensional here implies axially non.-
symmetric.)

First, the problem of the definition of separation is more
complex than before. Several authors (cf. Sears, Ref. 77 and
Moore, Ref . 73, page 202) have discussed various approaches to
defining these separation phenomena. We feel that the best defini- I
tion for a specific problem must be the one which deals with the V
flow variables of importance to that problem. One basic criterion
which Ls often useful is the existence of a dividing stream sur.-
face (either closed or, open to the wake) across which there is -no

net macroscopic mass flow. Another, definition uses the locus of I

point:s of vanishing wall shear stres-. Although both of these
ideas are useful for certain problems, each can be misleading when
applied to other, problems of practical importance.

Secondly, we must expect the increased geometric flexibility

of three-,dimensional flows to cause novel behavior of the flow.
For example, the requirement of zero velocity everywhere on a sur.-
face leads directly to the fact that wall shear stress must always
vanish at perpendicular and acute intersections of plane walls, I
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and this leads to the immediate onset of separation in the pres-
ence of adverse pressure gradient. Here we also see the latter

of the suggested definitions failing, as it indicates that a
streamwise corner boundary layer is always separated even in a
favorable pressure gradient (Ref. 79). It is also possible in
many three-dimensional flows for one flow component to separate
while the other remains attached. This can lead to large increases
in separation-zone pressure and heat-transfer rate because the
changes in effective body shape and convection in the boundary
layer affect a more energetic flow.

The three-dimensional separation problems most important to
control effectiveness are those of "swept" oblique shock inter-
action, venting of the low-energy separated flow at the spanwise
extremity of a two-dimensional separation, separation in the pres-I ence of crossflow, and separations along intersection lines. Of
these, the first appears to be amenable to approximate solution
using a simple analogy to two-dimensional shock-induced separation
in shock coordinates. Theoretical and experimental research on
this problem is being conducted under the present contract. An

indication of the importance of this type of separation can be
gained from investigation of Fig. 12; the pressures on a flat-
plate 65* delta wing are greatly altered by separation induced
by the shock from an underslung cone body. The data shown are
typical of the results of tests performed at Mach 5.1 and 3.1 in
AEDC tunnels A and B [AF Contract AF 33(616)-6400, Ref. 80].

The simplest approach to three-dimensional flows ahead of

steps is to consider only the component of the flow normal to the
step. Stalker does this for turbulent boundary layer separation
(Refs. 81 and 82). The spanwise component of the flow affects
neither the reattachment line position nor the peak pressure rise
for sweepback angles less than about 45 degrees. So also, the
pressure rise at reattachment is not influenced by the spanwise
component of the flow; the reattachment line is parallel to the
rearward facing step. The effects of sweepback on shocks incident
to turbulent boundary layers are similarly considered by Gadd
(Ref. 47).

In many problems of practical importance spanwise flow into
or out of a separated region has very large influence on the flow
characteristics in the entire separated region. The shape of a

two-dimensional separation zone is in a large part dependent on
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trapping of the fluid within the envelope of the dividing stream-
line. The low-momentum fluid in the separated zone responds read-
ily to any lateral pressure gradients which exist, and large changes
in separation pressure distributions can thereby result, because
the effective body shape is altered. We know of no available meth-
ods for estimating the magnitude of this effect, but it is being
investigated theoretically and experimentally under the present
contract. The obvious importance of chord-to-span ratio of the
separated region must be considered, with a possible dependenceon the average height of the separation zone as well.

Separation in the presence of crossflow is an unsolved pro-
blem for both laminar and turbulent flow, but it does appear like-
ly that in certain situations the crossflow effects can be de-
coupled from the main-flow component. Citing the above examples
of the swept oblique shocks, one can consider these examples of
pseudo-two-dimensional separations with very strong crossflow.
This case shows little effect of the flow parallel to the shock,

'probably because the flow parameters change slowly along the
shock. Because of this, the coupling between the two components
of the vector equation of motion parallel to the surface is very
weak, and the two-dimensional separation phenomena can be con-
sidered separately from those of the streamwise flow. All velo-
city components must be considered for the energy equation, but

3 •this is straightforward if one is willing to accept reasonable
approximations. Similar decoupling of the flow components should
be possible in other problems of separation with crossflow. Sum-
maries of recent methods of treating three-dimensional boundary
layers by decoupling crosaflow equations are presented in Refs.
83 and 84.

Ii Flow along a streamwise intersection is extremely susceptible
to separation, as mentioned previously. Although shock inter-
actions will often predominate over corner boundary layer effects
in hypersonic problems, it is important to understand the phenomena
involved. Bloom and Rubin give a good summary of the subject (Ref.
85). Incompressible experiments, presented in Ref. 79, help to
give an understanding of corner separation under adverse pressure
gradients. Some questions concerning the development of a momen-
tum integral theory for the case of a nonuniform free stream flow
have still not been answered. These points are discussed in Ref.
79, and probably apply as well to the high-speed case.
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Another three-dimensional separation problem which should
be mentioned is the case of an external corner or edge such as
a truncated wingtip. Inviscid phenomena usually predominate in
such flows, but as far as the viscous contributions are concerned,
these boundary layers show an increased resistance to separation. I
This is in accord with the decreased separation resistance of in-
ternal corners. Some recent work by Stewartson and Howarth (Ref.
86) has contributed to the understanding of these flows for zero
streamwise pressure gradient. An important result is that the
transverse momentum exchanges are important even to flows parallel
to an edge, and the problem solution must therefore consider in
some way all of the components of the vector equations of motion.
This result also holds for the internal corner problem. I

Heat-transfer rates and wall shear forces are greatly altered
near separation and reattachment points by macroscopic flow fluc- I
tuations because of the Reynolds stress effect. An order of mag-
nitude estimate (due to C. Donaldson) of these increases can be
obtained in the following way. The average Reynolds stress can
be written as T0 - p Ur"' and the incremental pressure change

due to the flow fluctuation, obtained from supersonic linear
theory, is AO - pp2 Combining these equations with the II

momentum equation, the Reynolds stress becomes T' - (Ap)2=/ --•. "
PU2

Correlation of experimental and theoretical data indicates that
the pressure differential at the separation point can be written
as (AP)sep - npu2  C, where n is an empirical correlation

(M2 -_1)

constant, n .66 for laminar and .05 for turbulent flow. The
skin friction coefficient due to the Reynolds stress can then be
written as Cf' - Cf n2 . An estimate of the aerodynamic heating

rate can be obtained if we assume an enthalpy distribution of the
form

w Uw w aw
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The aerodynamic heating rate can be written as w

1 "L� k�W�{ (U). Applying this equation to the steady and

unsteady terms, and assuming a constant Prandtl number, we obtain

__w = _w_ f W n. This relationship enables us to estimatew 7w Cfo

the increase in heating due to oscillations when the equivalent
heating rate for steady flow is known, and it should be reasonably
correct for both laminar and turbulent flows if the proper value
of n is used. Theoretical analyses of the oscillations and
stability of shock waves interacting with boundary layers are pre-

Isented in Refs. 87 and 88; experimental verification of the theoret-
ical results is presented in Ref. 89. The results of investiga-
tions of unsteady flows over cavities are described in the fol-
lowing sub-section.

S[ Flows Over Cavities

Flows over cavities, occasionally referred to as "ditches"h}j or "notches", have received much recent attention (cf. Refs. 14
and 90 through 94). Small surface cavities (such as that ahead
of a flap) may drastically affect the aerodynamic characteristics
of a hypersonic vehicle. Indeed, structural failure in a hyper-
sonic flight vehicle has been attributed to the unsteady flow that
existed in a cavity on the vehicle surface (Ref. 93). On the
other hand, it is thought that cavities may prove to be useful as
drag-generating devices for re-entry bodies (Ref. 91). Investi-
gations of separation phenomena for flows over cavities are some-
what simplified in that the extent of separation is fairly clearly
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defined. Thus, much of the experimental research on temperature
and heat-transfer effects on separation has been accomplished us-
ing both axisymmetric and essentially two-dimensional models with
surface cavities (Ref. 14 and 92). Different types of two-dimen-
sional cavity flows that have been observed, along with their i
typical pressure distributions, are sketched in Fig. 13.

1

j~j I, 1

/ / 1 I////

Closed Open

Fig. 13 Cavity Flows (from Ref. 90)

A plane of symmetry for free cavity flows replaces the floor
of bounded cavities. It is understood that we are referring to
bounded cavity flows unless otherwise specified. When the divid-
ing streamline is coincident with a segment of the cavity floor,
the cavity flow is called closed. For open cavity flows the di-
viding streamline "bridges" the cavity. For equal depths, longer
cavities will be "closed" and shorter ones will be "open". The
length of a cavity is properly defined as the distance from the
separation point to the shoulder of the recompression side of the

cavity.
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Free cavity flows were investigated experimentally using a

cylinder placed in the wake behind a wedge (Ref. 90). The cylinder
was moved fore and aft a sufficient distance to insure obtaining
both open and closed flows (cf. Fig. 13). When the cylinder is
far downstream of the wedge, there is a typical wake flow behind
the wedge, similar to those behind blunt bases and rearward fac-
ing steps, and the flow over the cylinder is much the same as it
would be in the free stream. There is a strong, curved shock
ahead of the cylinder and the maximum surface pressure is on the
center line. As the cylinder is moved upstream the bow shock wave
in front of it develops a bulge which is found to contain a pair
of vortices. Maximum pressure points are measured near the sides
of the cylinder rather than on the flow center line. As the dis-
tance between the cylinder and wedge continues to decrease, the
wake flow behind the wedge interacts with the vortical flow ahead
of the cylinder until finally, below some critical value of cavity
length-to-height ratio, the wake opens.

Flows over bounded cavities exhibit identical phenomena. For
long cavities there are reverse flow regions both immediately be-
hind the rearward facing step and in the separated flow region in
front of the forward facing step. The vertices of the two separat-
ed flow regions approach one another as the cavity length is de-
creased. The cavity flow opens when the vertices meet so that
the reverse flow in front of the step flows into the wake region.
Backflow occurs from the recompression region to the separatedwake region.

I The critical length of a cavity, sometimes referred to as
the critical closure distance, is the length for which the cavity
flow is just closed. At this condition the vertices of the sep-
arated flow regions just coincide. Any reduction in the cavity
length below the critical value will cause open cavity flow. A
simple expression for the critical length in terms of the lengths
and heights of the separated regions in the closed cavity flow is
(Ref. 90):

crit 
1+H

2  LIH 1 H, Hi {H 2
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where the symbols, fer the
above equation, are de-
fined in the adj'oining H T H
Fig. 14. Experimental .
data for critical lengths L " 2
correlated quite well us-
ing the above equation, 30.1
which is plotted in Fig.
14. Data were obtained
for turbulent boundary
layers ahead of both two-
dimensional and axisymmet- 20
rnc cavities; the critical
lengths are independent of Lcrit I
Mach number and the shape H
of the recompression step Hi0 71
(flat, wedge, and circu-
lar steps were used). The
spread of experimental (/
data about the correlation (
curve shows a certain hys- 0
teresis effect; i.e., the 0 1 2 3 4 5
closure of open cavity H/H
flows occurs at a differ- 2 1
ent value of Lcrit than Fig. 14 Critical Lengths for
the equivalent opening of Cavity Flows (Ref. 90)
closed cavity flows. This
effect is more pronounced for axisymmetric than for two-dimensiomrl J
flows. For both types of flows, the hysteresis effect becomes
more pronounced as the depth of the cavities decreases below the
thickness of the undisturbed boundary layer and as the ratio of
the step heights varies from unity. There seems to be a definite
need for stability analyses of such flows. Indeed* because of
the common observance of three-dimensional and unsteady effects
in all cavity flows, it is almost fortuitous that two-dimensional
analyses are useful at all.

A possible practical application of cavities is as a drag I
generating device for hypersonic vehicles. Heat-transfer and drag
data for notched bodies of revolution indicate that the cavities
greatly increase the drag over that of the smooth bodies but at
worst only moderately increase the average heat-transfer to the
bodies; thus, the axisymnetric cavities substantially reduce the I
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average heat transfer per unit drag (Ref. 91). The average heat
transfer to the surface for open cavity flow, for cavity depths
greater than the boundary layer thickness, is about half that on
a corresponding smooth wall. Only for very shallow cavities is
the average heat transfer increased slightly above the smooth-
wall value. The drag of a notched body, however, for open cavity
flows, is an order of magnitude greater than that of the smooth
body. For the notched surfaces considered (short enough to have
open cavity flow), the great increase in drag led to the result
that the average heat transfer per unit drag to the notched wall
was about one-twentieth of that of a smooth wall.

Heat-transfer experiments were conducted on axisymnetric and
essentially two-dimensional flows over models with and without
surface cavities in order to substantiate the theoretical results
presented on pages 19 and 20 (Refs. 14 and 92). The tests were
conducted in supersonic flows with free stream Mach numbers up to
four. The sharp internal corners of the two-dimensional and axi-
symmetric cavities were filleted in some instances, with negli-
gible effect on the measured heat-transfer rates. For two-dimen-
sional flows, the average heat transfer to the cavity for separated
laminar boundary layers was about 56% of the average heat trans-
fer to the equivalent portion of the smooth surface with an attach-
ed laminar boundary layer. This value was found to be independent
of both Mach and Reynolds numbers and was in excellent agreement
with the theory. The average heat-transfer rate to the cavity
for turbulent boundary layers was about 60% of the value of the
attached turbulent boundary layer. As noted on page 20, this re-
sult contradicted the theoretical prediction that separation of
a turbulent boundary layer would greatly increase the average
heat-transfer rate. The average heat transfer to the axisymmetric
cavities followed the same trend as for the two-dimensional flows;
for both laminar and turbulent separation the average heat trans-
fer is about 60% of that for attached flows. The heat tansfer
in the immediate vicinity of reattachment, however, is two to
three times larger than that of the attached flow at the corre-

I sponding point on the surface, and moreover, remains higher far
downstream of reattachment. Thus, when considering separation to
reduce heating, although the large heat-transfer rates for the

Sinitial portions of attached boundary layers may be greatly re-
duced, allowance must be made for the higher heat-transfer rates
at and downstream of reattachment. As Sprinks (Ref. 56) and sev-

L eral others emphasize, there are no adequate theories and few em-

pirical data for the effects of separation on temperature and heat
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transfer; even less is known about the effects of temperature and
heat transfer on separation.

A notable difference between separated and attached laminar
boundary layers is that transition in the separated layer is moved
upstream by cooling the wall. For marginally open cavity flow,
cooling the wall causes the flow to close so that the flow is
attached on part of the cavity floor. As for attached boundary
layers, the stability of laminar layers increases with stream
Mach number. Another observed aspect of the stability of separated
laminar boundary layers it; that cavity flows exhibit an important
unsteady resonance effect which can greatly decrease the value of
the transition Reynolds number (Ref. 92).

Experimental investigations of resonance effects were made
using rectangular cavities in a flat plate and in the cylindrical
portion of an ogive cylinder (Refs. 93 and 94). As expected, the
pressures on the cavity floors dropped below the stream value near
the front of the cavity and increased to yield positive pressure
coefficients near the end of the cavity; the distributions were
similar to the "open" cavity flow pressure distribution sketched
in Fig. 13 on page 44. The variation of the pressure coefficient
away from zero decreased as the Mach number increased from 2 to
5 so that, at Mach 5, Cp - 0 throughout the cavity. The fre-
quencies of the unsteady flow, which have been responsible for
structural failure in cavities in flight vehicles, are inversely
proportional to the length of the cavity for all stream Mach num-
bers (Ref. 93). The frequencies are conveniently presented in
nondimensional form using the Strouhal number (St c (frequency)
x (cavity length) / (free stream velocity).

Axisymmetric Bodies

The review of separation phenomena associated with flows over
axisymmetric bodies commences with the apexes of the bodies and
concludes with their bases. Flow separation spikes, separation
ahead of conical flares, and axisymmetric base flows are described
in the listed order.

Flow separation spikes, mounted in front of blunt bodies,
may possibly be used to effectively streamline the body, thereby
reducing the heat-transfer rate and drag of the body (Refs. 95
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through 98). The flow separates on the spike ahead of the blunt
body in much the same manner as flow separation ahead of a step.
Thence, according to the length of the spike with respect to the
diameter of the body, the effective nose shape of the body is
changed to a more pointed, higher fineness ratio nose, which is
essentially conical. The early experimental work of Stalder and[ I Nielson (Ref. 95) gave results which were disheartening at first
glance. The pressure drag was reduced by as much as 45% but the
corresponding average heat transfer to the nose was approximately
doubled. The increase in heat-transfer rate to the forward por-
tion of the blunt body when the spikes were used was due to the
transition of the separated boundary layer. It was turbulent

1 when it reattached, and thus resulted in higher heat-transfer
rates than did the laminar layer that existed on the blunt body
alone. The later experiments of Bogdonoff and Vas (cf. Refs. 96
and 97) clearly indicate that the separated layer may sometimes
remain laminar and therefore greatly reduce the average heat
transfer to the nose. The spikes used by Bogdonoff and Vas are
sharp, needle-like, cone cylinders with diameters very small in
comparison with the diameter of the blunt body. The blunt bodies
are hemisphere-cylinders and flat-nosed cylinders. The important
parameter to be varied is Ra, which is the ratio of spike length
to body diameter. High-speed oscillations of the nose shock
(frequencies of about 10 kc) were observed for values of Ra less
than about 3. The shock moves forward with the tip of the spike
for these small Ra values. Around Ra = 4,the flow separates from
the surface of the cylindrical portion of the spike, and contin-
ues to do so as the spike length is extended still further. Ex-
amples of the drag and heat reduction possible, although the data
are from Mach 14 tests in helium, are: for a hemisphere cylinder

li with a spike having Ra - 4, the form drag is one tenth and the
average heat transfer one third of those for the body without a
spike; for a flat nosed cylinder with the same Ra - 4 spike, the

I form drag is one fortieth and the average heat transfer one half
of the "unspiked" values (Ref. 96). Lynes and Schaaf present
their experimental results of spiked bodies in Ref. 98. A hemi-
spherically capped cylinder is moved in and out through a conical
frustrum of 450 semivertex angle in a Mach 5.9 air flow. The en-
tire flow is initially separated between the hemisphere and theb •cone, but as the hemisphere cylinder is pushed out, separation
then occurs at the shoulder of the sphere until for greater cy-
linder lengths the flow separates from the surface of the cylinder.

L Reattachment is close to the base of the cone. It is noted that
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no hysteresis in the location of separation was found as the cy-

linder was pushed out and then returned to the same position; !!
stability of the separated flows, at least macroscopically, is

thereby indicated.

Work of a similar nature is known to be under way by Chapman
and his co-workers at the NASA Ames Research Center. A consider-
able range of Mach and Reynolds numbers is being employed in
tests of blunt, axisymmetric bodies with and without spikes. In
general, it appears that spikes will provide a considerable de-
gree of drag and heat-transfer reduction, and a simple means of
producing large control forces in certain specific applications
(primarily laminar flow). Certain conditions produced large-
scale unsteadiness which would be catastrophic in a flight ve-
hicle, indicating that considerably more work is necessary before
this interesting approach can be properly exploited. i

Extensive flow separation may occur ahead of conical flares,
such as those commonly employed in multistage rockets, and dras-
tically affect the aerodynamic characteristics of such vehicles.
Structural simplicity and aerodynamic stability considerations
for Saturn type configurations led to the use of cylindrical seg-
ments joined by conical flarings. Hence, there is much current A
interest in investigating high-speed flows over these configura-
tions (cf. Refs. 99 through 101). Separation in the axisymmetric
cylinder-cone compression corners can substantially alter the
heat transfer and drag of the vehicle, can cause drastic shifts
in the center of pressure, and, if unsteady, can cause catastro-
phic Oscillations. Reattachment near the bases of the conical
frustums can cause extremely high local heating. As for two-
dimensional separated flows, the character of the boundary layer
is most important in determining the region of separation and
must be accounted for in any wind tunnel investigations. Laminar
separation may be expected far upstream of the cylinder-cone
junction whereas the extent of turbulent separation would be much
smaller with smaller changes in the inviscid pressure distribution.
The unsteadiness of transitional separation must be avoided, per-
haps by forcing early transition. Separated flows ahead of coni-
cal flares are qualitatively comparable to separated flows ahead

of two-dimensional ramps; quantitative results or comparisons are
still not available.
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Base flows, as considered herein, include flows over rear-
ward-facing axisymmetric steps and conical frustums. The after-
bodies may be cylindrical, such as the one on the Project Mercury
capsule, or may be conical, representative of rocket engine noz-[zles. Large aerodynamic loads and high heat transfer result from
reattachment of separated flows on such afterbodies which must be
designed and constructed accordingly (cf. Refs. 53, 71, 72,andI I 102 through 104).

Flows over blunt based cylinders with conical or cylindrical
afterbodies are analagous to two-dimensional flows over rearward
facing steps. The flow separates from the cylinder, passes through
an expansion fan, is compressed and reattaches on the afterbody
(Ref. 71). The pressure distribution along the afterbody is simi-
lar in shape to that for turbulent boundary layer separation
ahead of a two-dimensional ramp or step. Although measured pres-
sures are consistently higher than would be expected downstream
of reattachment through conical shocks, they are closer to the
conical shock solution values than to the higher values associated
with two-dimensional oblique shocks turning the flow through thenecessary angle. Also, the pressure rise extends over a longer
region than would be expected. The recompression is probably
somewhat isentropic; compression waves coallesce near the after-
body to form the conical shock. Assuming reattachment through a
conical shock, the greater turning angles required by thinner
afterbodies lead to higher reattachment pressure values on the
thinner afterbodies. Experimentally, however, it is observed
that, for M - 2, the pressure downstream of reattachment on
cylindrical wfterbodies is approximately 1.9 times as large as
the base pressure on the rearward facing step regardless of the
thickness of the afterbody (Ref. 71).

Wakes behind axisymmetric bodies without afterbodies are
also conical in nature. Weaker lip shocks (cf. p. 37 ) are
observed for axisymmetric than for two-dimensional base flows.
The conical expansion angle increases quickly from about 20 for
M - 1 to a constant value of about 130 for 3 < M < 8. The sep-
arated flow in the base region may be analyzed using the empirical
expansion angle for conical flows or, more simply, using Prandtl-
Meyer expansion for an equivalent two-dimensional expansion angleI! which, empirically, is about 85% of the conical angle (Ref. 72).
Although data are scarce, empirical analyses are available forSestimating the effects of forebody fineness ratio, boattailing,
fins, and angle of attack on base flows (Ref. 72). Few data are
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available for het-transfer rates in wakes behind axiasymetric
bodies (Ref. 102).

Experimental Techniques

Because of the lack of dependable theoretical methods, ex-
periments are of paramount importance in investigations of sep-
arated flows. Most of the theoretical methods in use rely to
some extent on empirical knowledge, and design calculations must
invariably be supported by experimental verification for the speci-
fic situation involved. Particularly for separated flows is it
advisable to employ a few different types of experimental tech-
niques for the same situation: static pressure measurements,
boundary layer probing, skin friction measurements, adiabatic
wall temperature measurements, china clay or oil film or dropplet
techniques, shadowgraph observations, schlieren photographs, high-
speed motion pictures, and others.

Static pressure measurements give an indication of the type
of separation and the regions of separation and reattachment, but
it is often quite difficult to determine experimentally the ex-
tent of separation with static pressure measurements alone. The
use of other experimental techniques to complement static pressure
measurements is particularly important in the case of laminar
boundary layer separation. The small pressure rise required to
bring about laminar separation is not readily detected; particu-
larly in the presence of other effects, such as blast wave or
viscid interaction effects, which are prominent in low-Reynolds
high-Mach number flows, the separation zone might be obscured.
Pressure distribution measurements can, however, bring out many
salient features of the flow and are a must in any comprehensive
investigation of separated flows.

Probing the boundary layer is tedious and rather prohibitive
for a large scale investigation. In employing this technique we rely
on past experience in knowing the shape of the velocity profiles
for laminar, turbulent, and separated flows and thus determinefrom velocity profiles the nature and location of separation and

reattachment. "T" probes may be used to simultaneously measure
the streamwise and also the reverse flows. If we are interested
in locating just the point of transition from laminar to turbulent,
we can do so by placing a total pressure probe near the wall.
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U When transition occurs, the pressure reading jumps because the
velocity head is higher near the wall for a turbulent boundary
layer. Of course, caution must be exercised to place the probe
in the appropriate location.where the difference in velocity head
between the laminar and turbulent layer is more pronounced (cf.II Ref. 106).

Skin friction measurements can be made either directly by
using a floating element or indirectly by probing the boundary
layer. The floating element technique, however, also becomes
tedious. One may calibrate a Stanton tube versus a floating ele-u ment and use the Stanton tube as a skin friction measuring device(cf. Ref. 35). Knowing the skin friction, we can determine the
nature of the boundary layer and the points of separation and
reattachment,

Temperature and heat-transfer measurements may also be used
in determining the nature of the boundary layer. Their use for I
determining regions of separated turbulent flows, however, is
severely limited due to the lack of understanding of temperature
and heat-transfer effects (cf. pp. 19 and *'.*7 ). China clay, oil

I Ifilm, or oil dropplets may be used to determine the extent of sep-
-aration because of the reverse flow near the wall in separated

I flow regions.

The shadowgraph technique is quite useful in distinguishing
laminar and turbulent boundary layers and in determining the re-
gion of transition (cf. Refs. 3, 4, and 107 through 109). In
brief, at low static tunnel pressures and small film-to-model dis-
tances, transition occurs at the end of the so-called laminar
white line (which is described in Fig. 15 on the following page).
At high tunnel static pressures with small film-to-model distances,Sor arbitrary tunnel pressures 'but large film-to-model distances,
the laminar white line appears displaced from the surface by a
large distance compared to the boundary layer thickness b. This
displacement is almost constant for laminar flat-plate flow. As
the Reynolds number increases to the point where transition be-
gins, the white line starts converging on the surface and appears

I tangent to the surface when transition is completed.

Lastly we mention that from high-speed motion pictures, we
can get a qualitative picture of the flow field and determine the
steadiness of the separated region. Shock waves interacting with
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I The shadow effect responds approximately to second deriva-
tives of the density with respect to the axes perpendicular
to the light beam. The laminar white line corresponds, there-
fore, to the negative second derivative in density that exists !
at the edge of a laminar boundary layer. For turbulent bound-
ary layers the negative second derivative has smaller absolute
value and is found to be near the wall. Hence, the conver-
gence of the laminar white line to the wall and its disappear-
ance at the wall in the turbulent zone.

TI

Fig. 15 xmThe Laminar White Line
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boundary layers are not necessarily stable but oscillate about a
mean position (Refs. 87 and 88). Frequencies may be of the orderof 2,000 cycles per second (Ref. 89) which can be stopped using
high-speed motion pictures of either the shadowgraph or schlieren
fields.

This short presentation is included here as an introduction
to experimental techniques used in separated flow investigations
and is not by any means exhaustive. For further information on
the topics mentioned and others, the cited references should be
consulted.

I
I
I
I
I
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II
INFLUENCE OF SEPARATION ON CONTROLS

Control characteristics, particularly at hypersonic speeds,
are often greatly affected by separation. Control effectiveness ]
may be increased, limited, or may be completely nullified because
of boundary layer separation. Pressure distributions over con-
trols and on the basic configuration may be greatly altered due I
to separation effects, changing drastically the moment coeffi-
cients predicted by inviscid theory. Heat-transfer rates are
changed on the control surfaces and on the basic configuration I
both upstream and downstream of the control. Separation effects
must therefore be considered in both the design and location of
controls. In general, separation tends to smooth out the sharp I
changes in pressure distributions predicted by inviscid theory,
and can cause local "hot spots" which have heat-transfer rates
many times higher than those that would exist for attached bound- I
ary layers. Separated flow phenomena are frequently unsteady and
three-dimensional in nature, and undergo large changes with transi-
tion from laminar to turbulent flow, further complicating the
analytical treatment of a design. rhus, for example, hysteresis
effects are noticeable in the Cm versus a curves for some control
configurations.

Aerodynamic forces and moments on a vehicle may be changed
as much by changing the pressure distribution on the basic con-
figuration as they would be by changes in the normal forces act-
ing on controls. Leading edge controls, for example, usually are
not directly influenced by separation but, by causing separation,
they can affect the pressures and heat-transfer rates over the
entire configuration. Some effects of separation associated with
controls on windward and leeward surfaces are described below.
Important three-dimensional and unsteady flow effects of separa-
tion on control characteristics are presented at the conclusion
of this short section.

Leading-Edge Controls

Leading-edge controls contemplated for hypersonic vehicles
include flaps, spoilers, fins, spikes, and all-movable noses.
The importance of separation for such controls is in the influence
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on the entire flow field downstream of the control. Separation
Sbehind a deflected leading-edge flap makes any control or stabi-

lizing surface downstream of the flap ineffectual. Heat-transfer
rates on the surface are reduced in the separated-flow region,

j but if the boundary layer reattaches on the surface the heat-
transfer rate at reattachment can be several times larger than
that for an attached boundary layer. The control forces and hingeI moments of leading-edge fins and flaps would not be directly in-
fluenced by separation. Fins, which may be canards, create strong
vortices which can cause boundary layer transition and contribute
to the possibility of unsteady flow over the downstream surfaces
of the configuration. Comparable effects would be expected for
large amounts of all-movable nose deflection which, nevertheless,
is anticipated to be a very effective trimming device at high an-
gles of attack. The importance of leading edge controls in in-
fluencing the entire afterbody is epitomized by the use of spikes.Hj Flow separation spikes in front of blunt bodies may reduce the
total drag of the body by effectively streamlining it. Average
heat-transfer rates in the separated flow region created by the
spike are significantly reduced in laminar flow, although the
local heat transfer rate at reattachment may be quite high. De-
flectable spikes might be used as control devices because they
alter the pressure distribution in the forward region of a body.
This technique is also being studied at NASA Ames Research Center.

The separated flow region caused by spikes, however, is frequently
unsteady, which is a most unsatisfactory control characteristic.
If these problems can be worked out, spike controls could become

a very effective system for blunt vehicles.

Downstream Controls

Frequently control surfaces located downstream of the lead-

ing edge may also be used as stabilizing devices. Their effective-
ness, however, may be greatly affected by upstream separation of
the boundary layer. The inviscid estimate of the pressure rise
due to deflecting a control into the local stream is a discontin-
uous jump in the pressure distribution on the surface at the lead-
ing edge of the control. A similar sudden increase in the in-

viscid pressure distribution occurs at the trailing-edge shock re-Ii quired to recompress the flow over an expansion surface. In the
actual flow, the sudden pressure rise may be transmitted upstream

Sthrough the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. Particularly

for hypersonic flow, where shocks are highly swept, and for laminar
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boundary layers, which have thicker subsonic portions than tur-
bulent boundary layers, the pressure rise may be felt, and sep-
aration may occur, far upstream. Depending upon flow conditions,
the boundary layer may be separated over the major portion of the
surface thereby greatly influencing the effectiveness of controls 1
located downstream on either compression or expansion surfaces.

Laminar boundary layer separation ahead of a deflected flap
on the windward surface of a vehicle spreads the flow-deflection
pressure rise over a much larger region than does turbulent sep-
aration. The effectiveness of the flap in creating a moment is

lessened both by the decrease in the pressure distribution on the
flap and by any pressure increase occurring on the surface up-
stream of the rg,. These effects tend to restrict the desired I
rearward movement of the center of pressure and reduce the effec-
tiveness of the control. In extreme cases the center of pressure
location with laminar separation may be well forward of that for
a turbulent boundary layer.

The extent of the separated-flow region, and the pressures
imposed on the surface depend on the flap deflection, flow con-
ditions, and nature of the boundary layer ahead of the
flap. Reattachment of the separated flow on the flap is usually
accompanied by a local heat-transfer rate several times larger
than that corresponding to an attached boundary layer; the average

heat transfer to the separated flow region, however, is reduced.
Similarly, separation affects the pressure distribution on vehiclesfhaaving flared-skirt-type stabilizing surfaces. Laminar boundary
layer flow ahead of small protuberances yields pressure distribu-
tions closer to the inviscid predictions than does turbulent flow.
A small step on a surface is effectively streamlined by laminar
separation far ahead of it, whereas for turbulent separation, a
strong shock exists ahead of the step and there is a large in-
crease in the local pressure.

Separation on the leeward side of a vehicle may make shielded
controls (i.e., controls which no not "see" the free stream) use-
less. A few factors combine in making leading-edge separation £
from the leeward surface of hypersonic vehicles particularly pro-
bable. Large angles of attack may be desirable for many hypersonic
flight paths. Because high Mach number flows have small limiting I
expansion angles, much of the upper surface feels only the leakage

flow from the boundary layer where the Mach number is lower. The

pressure rise due to the strong trailing-edge shock may be propa-
gated far forward through the thick hypersonic boundary layer and
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[1
enhances the possibility of leading-edge separation. Another factorHenhancing the probability of separation is the likelihood of the
boundary layer being laminar with consequently thicker subsonic
regions and simultaneously less ability to overcome an adverse1 pressure gradient than ýhe corresponding turbulent boundary layer.
The effectiveness of controls located entirely within the separat-
ed flow region, such as trailing-edge flaps or fins, would be nul-
lified. On the other hand, flow separation over notches (cavities)
may advantageously be used to control the drag of a hypersonic
vehicle; for essentially the same average rate of heat transfer
to a hypersonic vehicle, the drag may be increased by an order of
magnitude by the employment of notches in the surface of the ve-
hicle. Separation influences both the type and the location of
control devices. Spoilers, for example, would be ineffectual on
leeward surfaces of hypersonic vehicles even if they were near
the leading edge. Positive controls that always "see" the free
stream are required.

SThree-Dimensional and Unsteady Flow Effects

Separated-flow regions rarely are purely two-dimensional
and usually are unsteady. Although much insight into separation
phenomena may be gained using two-dimensional flow analyses, there
are important effects that must be considered three-dimensionally.II One such effect is the large venting of the separated region in
front of a ramp of finite span. The fluid in the separated re-
gion, having low velocity and (relatively) high pressure, expands
readily into the low-pressure stream at the tip, and the mass
balance of the two-dimensional separation is upset. Another case

S r is that associated with the streamwise flow in the corner at the
L juncture of a fin and the surface of the configuration. A strong

vortex may be set up in such a corner with extreme rates of heat
transfer associated with the vortical motion. Another important
three-dimensional effect is the coupling effect of a control
on another surface. The shock wave ahead of a blunt control or

1i ahead of a separated flow region may impinge on a transverse sur-
face. Thus, the deflection of a vertical fin or rudder may cause
nonsymmetrical separation on the horizontal surface and create an
undesired rolling or pitching moment. Particularly for separation
occurring near the point of transition of a laminar to turbulent
boundary layer, the point of separation and the associated shock
wave may oscillate about some mean position. Large buffeting
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loads may be experienced on the surface and on adjoining surfaces
of the configuration. Unsteady flow in cavities in the surface of
a missile may also cause structural failure. Laminar boundary
layer separation with large center-of-pressure shift may be ex-
perienced at a small control deflection, while if the deflection
is increased and then decreased to its initial value the separa-
tion may be turbulent with a far different value of pitching mo-
ment because of the different center-of-pressure location. This I
hysteresis is extremely difficult to predict, and can be quite
dangerous. "1
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CONTROLS FOR HYPERSONIC VEHICLES

The current status of the application of aerodynamic control
to hypersonic flight is reviewed in this section. We discuss the
existing information on problems of controlling a hypersonic ve-
hicle and of estimating aerodynamic control characteristics, and
present, in the Appendix, a synopsis of the experimental informa-
tion on controls which is available in the literature. The tabu-
lation lists the types of controls tested, the vehicle configura-

Hj tions on which the controls were tested, the test conditions, the

type of data obtained and comments concerning special features of
the work in each case. This table should serve as an index to
the available hypersonic controls data.

'IGeneral Discussion

Controls are required to provide maneuvering capability for
flight vehicles and can supply the aerodynamic stability and trim
necessary to maintain an equilibrium flight trajectory. The most
economical and straightforward type of control for a vehicle fly-
ing the atmosphere is usually an aerodynamic surface, but the ap-
plication of aerodynamic control surfaces to hypersonic flight
vehicles presents many formidable problems. For flight at veryI high altitudes aerodynamic controls may be rendered ineffective
by low dynamic pressure and very thick boundary layers. At the
lower altitudes the deflection of a control can generate separated
flow regions over much of the surface of the vehicle and alter
the aerodynamic load distribution and stability characteristics.

Standard aerodynamic stability and control problems are great-
ly aggravated by the large range of angle-of-attack (cf. Ref. 110),
high aerodynamic heating rates, and the wide speed range to be
encountered by hypersonic flight vehicles. These vehicles also
tend to have compact geometries and therefore require high control
loads to produce useful moments about the center of gravity. Con-
sequently, the controls tend to become a significant portion of
the vehicle's structure and it becomes desirable to build more

[9 functions into fewer control surfaces.

The complexity of flow fields about hypervelocity flight
[9vehicles arises from the interplay of many distinctive hypersonic
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flow phenomena. The blunt leading edges, which are usually neces-
sitated by aerodynamic heating considerations, lead to strong de-
tached shock waves with their attendant high loads, thick entropy
layers, and steep pressure gradients. Much of the surface of the
configuration is in close proximity to the highly curved bow shock,
Separation and reattachment of the thick boundary layer, secondary
shocks, and locally unsteady flow may further complicate analysis
of the flow field.

Trailing-edge controls may be rendered useless if they are
shielded from the free stream by the basic configuration. Or, )
they may be subjected to much larger loads than they would experi-
ence if they were in the free stream in the absence of the basic
configuration. In the latter case, the flow may be compressed -

through weak oblique shocks generated by the basic configuration,
with consequent lower pressure losses and less of an entropy rise,
so that the pressure coefficient on the trailing-edge control sur-
face may be much larger than even the stagnation pressure coeffi-

cient that would be measured by a total pressure tube in the free
stream. Trailing-edge controls may cause the boundary layer to
separate far upstream of their hinge lines, thereby affecting the
pressure distribution over the vehicle, and may be subjected to
local increases in heat-transfer rate by reattachment or unsteadi-
ness of the boundary layer. On the other hand, a control located
forward of the c.g. is subjected to severe loads and heating, and
changes the flow field over a large part of the vehicle. It can
thus adversely effect any downstream controls or stabilizing sur-

faces.

Available theoretical methods (cf. Refs. 110 through 127)
leave much to be desired. The important viscid effects must usu-
ally be omitted from the analysis.,and furthermore, many methods
are based on the supersonic linear theory which, by definition
(cf. Ref. 53), fails for hypersonic flows. The flow field about
a vehicle may be approximated to varying degrees of accuracy de-
pending upon the complexity of the configuration and the applic-
ability of the methods available. Although the method of char-
acteristics is available, it cannot always be applied. The ef-
fects of sweep, incidence, and surface discontinuities force one
to rely upon much simpler approximate approaches, such as Newton-
ian and integral methods, the blast wave analogy, and viscid in- I
teraction corrections, which often require experimental verifica-
tion and the use of empirical data (cf. Refs. 110 and 123 through

169). The best possible estimate of local flow conditions im-

mediately ahead of controls at large deflection angles should be
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used in calculations, rather than free stream conditions. High
pressures and high heating rates, approaching and even exceeding
the body stagnation value, may be experienced on controls (cf.
Ref. 170). Heat-transfer calculations for both sharp and blunt

11 leading-edged delta wings can probably be performed adequately
using simple strip, streamline divergence, or crossflow theories
(Ref. 160),

Most of the theoretical methods currently employed are not
completely satisfactory in that they involve the knowledge, "a
priori", of some empirical data, and they give no clear indication
of the limits of their validity. Experimental data for hypersonic
flows are still quite scarce and the data which do exist cannot
be extrapolated to differing flow conditions with any degree of
certainty. A great deal of the experimental information available,
on relatively simple shapes, results from helium tests (cf. Refs.
66 and 163). The use of helium for verification of theoretical
methods may improperly eliminate some theories that are more close-
ly applicable to air. The proximity of the entire shock to the
body surfaces, boundary layer growth, interaction, real gas ef-
fects, and the structure of the entropy layer are all dependent
upon the gas used.

Flaps

Only a small fraction of the available experimental data on
trailing-edge flaps are applicable to hypersonic problems. Two-
dimensional data on an unswept wing-trailing edge flap configura-
tion, pres'ented in Refs. 171 through 174, cover the Mach number
range frot 1.62 to 6.9 for angles of attack up to 100 and control
deflection's from -16' to +160. Section lift, drag, pitching mo-
ment, and hinge moment coefficients are presented, as well as

Ii chordwise pressure distributions. A more general program to de-
i termine control effectiveness, which includes the effects of trail-

ing-edge flaps, is presented in Refs,, 175 through 107. This pro-
gram, although extremely comprehensive in that it investigates
the effectiveness of a wide variety of flaps, spoilers, and tip
controls individually and in combination on trapezoidal and tri-
angular planform wings, is limited to supersonic Mach numbers be-
tween 1.6 and 2.4. The data provided in this program are lift,
drag, pitching moment and hinge moment coefficients, as well as

[ij pressure distributions on the wing and on the controls. In these

6
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reports only wings and controls are considered; the following dis-

cussion deals with thoseinvestigations which treat a complete
vehicle, usually comprising a wing, body, and vertical fin,

Data on the effectiveness of trailing-edge flaps on various
configurations in supersonic flows are presented in Refs. 1301

through 195. In particular, Refs. 183 and 194 supply effective-
ness information on delta-wing configurations for high angles of I
attack and large flap deflection angles. Both reports indicate
that at high angles of attack and large deflection engles the
control effectiveness decreases sharply. The effect of varying ]
the Mach number from supersonic to hypersonic on configurations
with different wing planforms and sweep angles can be found in
Refs. 196 through 200. Flap effectiveness data at hypersonic ,
Mach numbers, on the various configurations, are presented in
Refs. 196 through 204. Experimental investigations of flaps on
pyramidal configurations are reported in Refs. 204 and 205. As I
expected, the longitudinal effectiveness of flaps decreases with
increasing dihedral angle while the lateral effectiveness in-
creases with increasing dihedral angle. In Ref. 206 data are pre-
sented for a wide variety of wing, wing-body, and wing-body-flap
configurations tested over the Mach number range from 2 to 22.
This report represents an exploratory effort to determine the use- 1
fulness of aerodynamic controls under hypersonic flight conditions.

Aerodynamic heating data for trailing-edge flaps in supersonic
streams are presented in Refs. 207 and 200. Heat-transfer data
for hypersonic flow over a trailing-edge flap are presented in
Ref. 209. These data are limited in their extent and usefulness.
The problem of aerodynamic heating of wing-type configurations
using aerodynamic controls is an extremely serious one. At pre-
sent it is virtually unexplored, This lack of information is a
serious handicap to the reliable design of hypersonic flight ve-
hicles.

Fins

Another aerodynamic surface capable of providing maneuvering

and stabilizing capabilities is the deflectable fin mounted either
fore or aft.L
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The supersonic characteristics of canard controls, mounted
on flight configurations having delta or trapezoidal planform
wings, are presented in Refs. 192, 193, and 210 through 214.

Some data for hypersonic flows are presented in Ref. 206. These
reports indicate that effective canard surfaces can be designed
to provide longitudinal control in the supersonic Mach number
range. There are not enough data to Justify such a conclusionI at hypersonic Mach numbers. The heating, separation, and down-
wash problems associated with canard surfaces at hypersonic speeds
have not been investigated. The usefulness of canard surfaces
under hypersonic flight conditions will depend strongly on these
effects.

j The effect of Mach number variation, from supersonic to hyper-
sonic, on the effectiveness of aft fins, mounted both vertically
and horizontally, is presented in Refs. 197 through 199, 206 and
215. Additional empirical data for aft-mounted fins are presented
in Refs. 190, 192, 201, 213, and 216 through 223. As may be. seeni in the Appendix, aerodynamic heating data on fins are presented

in Refs. 207 through 209.

The effectiveness of deflected wing tips, tested at supersonic
Mach numbers, is presented in Refs. 171, 175 through 177, 179,
182, 185, 186, 183, 139, 224, and 226 through 230. Hypersonic
data are presented in Ref. 225. Test conditions and the types of
data available in the reports are indicated in the Appendix. The
data available indicate that tip controls can be designed to pro-vide aerodynamic control for supersonic flight vehicles. Thehypersonic usefulness of these controls cannot be ascertained un-

til the aerodynamic heating problems associated with them are in-
vestigated.

Others

Control effectiveness information on tip-mounted bodies such
as cones, pyramids, and tri-panels, is presented in Refs. 200, 203,
and 221. A direct comparison of the control effectiveness of
these tip mounted bodies, at a hypersonic Mach number, is made
in Ref. 203, while the Mach number dependence of the control ef-
fectiveness is shown in Ref. 200.

L
L
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Other aerodynamic surfaces usable for control and stabili-
zation fall into the general categories of nose spikes, canted 1
noses or drooped leading edges, spoilers, and flares. Many prob-
lems arise connected with the use of these more unconventional
types of controls. For example, the flow pattern about nose spikes
is frequently unstable (Ref. 231). Nose cant enables trimming a
vehicle at high angle of attack but, unless the nose is movable,
does not provide maneuvering capability (Refs. 194, 200, 203: 204v I
205, 216, 217, 231 and 232). The effectiveness of spoilers in de-
creasing the lift on the upper surface of a wing in transonic and
supersonic flows is presented in Refs. 176, 179, 180, 181, 185,

196, 226, 233,and 234. Spoilers on the upper surface of hyper-
sonic vehicles, at angle of attack, would be operating in a very
low-pressure region, and would be useless. The use of spoilers on
the compression surface to produce additional force, remains to
be adequately investigated. Flares are basically stabilizing de-
vices, although movable flares, theoretically, could be used for I
control (Ref. 216) if mechanical problems could be overcome.

The experimental information available for hypersonic flows I
is generally in the form of force data on particular configura-
tions. The most important point to remember in a survey of these -•

data is the tremendous number of geometric variations character- j
istic of the different approaches to design of hypersonic flight
vehicles. The probability of finding tests on a specific practi-
cal geometry in a given flow regime is indeed small, and attempts
to provide a catalogue of allcontrol problems of possible interest
would be grossly inefficient in terms of the cost of the tests. "|
We feel that the only reasonable approach to this problem is a
coupling of: 1) an increased theoretical understanding of funda-
mental flow phenomena, 2) experiments on simplified geometries
wherein separate effects can be isolated, 3) experiments on typi- I
cal types of interactions among different flow phenomena brought
about by superposition of geometries, 4)a catalogue of those ex-
periments which have been conducted for other purposes, and 5)
final testing of a design which is created using the information
in items 1) through 4). Our purpose in this contract is to pro-
vide some of the information needed to apply this approach.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMNDATIONS

This section contains a brief statement of the present status
Sof hypersonic flow separation and control problems. Detailed de-

scriptions of the phenomena and results of investigations are pre-
sented in the preceding sections. General conclusions, based on
the knowledge accumulated for separation and control, are made be-
fore recommending particular areas of the problems where much fur-

i ~ther work is required.

Our knowledge of separation is almost completely limited to
S*flows below hypersonic speeds. Data on hypersonic flow separation

problems are only beginning to appear, and most of the existing
theories do not include such important hypersonic phenomena asf Kthe nonlinearity of the flow equations and the effects of varia-
tions in fluid properties at very high temperatures (real gas ef-
fects). We have tried to present what information is available,1 because theories for hypersonic flow separation will most probably
be constructed along the same lines as those for supersonic cases,

and the qualitative nature of the flows in the two cases will be
similar.

The shapes of the pressure distributions over laminar and tur-
bulent separated flow regions, and the effects of pressure in-
creases on laminar and turbulent boundary layers are qualitative-
ly known on windward surfaces. The location of transition of the
boundary layer from laminar to turbulent flow substantially affects
separation but is quite difficult to predict. Lengthy theoretical
methods are available for separated laminar boundary layers, but
there are serious limitations on their applicability and validity.
Empirical methods are available for both laminar and turbulent
separated boundary layers. The methods may be used to predict re-
gions of separated flow and the resulting pressure distributions.
Separated flows over leeward surfaces may be of much greater ex-
tent and are less amenable to theoretical methods, but also are
usually less important because of the low pressures on leeward
surfaces at hypersonic speeds. Temperature and heat-transfer ef-
fects on laminar boundary layers over simple shapes are understood
only qualitatively, and the effects are not even qualitatively

I. understood for turbulent boundary layers.

6
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Analyses of boundary layer separation effects on the charac-
teristics of various types of aerodynamic controls are complicated
by three-dimensional effects and interaction between configuration
components. The existing data on the relative importance of the
various parameters is sparse, and the effects of different con- I
figurations on control characteristics have not been compared.
It is generally agreed that a control should not be shielded from
the free stream and that an empirical approach is still required
for each new control configuration. Available control data are
indicated in the Appendix.

Although additional work in practically all areas of hyper-
sonic flow separation is required, we believe the following need
special attention:

The importance of violations of the Prandtl boundary
layer assumptions should be evaluated, and solutions of
boundary layer equations including additional terms im-
portant for hypersonic flows should be developed, even
if only approximately.

The better theoretical and semiempirical methods for
supersonic separated flows should be extended to include I
hypersonic phenomena of nonlinearity, real gas effects,
stronger shock interactions, and large transport proper- I
ty variations. b

Additional experimental research is required to under-
stand better the relationship between boundary layer
transition and separation.

Both theoretical and experimental research should be
accomplished to determine the influence of wall tempera-
ture on separation and the effects of separation on heat-
transfer rates.

A systematic investigation of three-dimensional effects
on separation, such as the effect of finite span on sep-
aration ahead of a compression flap, should be conduct-
ed.

The stability of separated flows should be investigated;
the conditions under which oscillations occur, their
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frequency and amplitude characteristics, and their ef-
fect on heat transfer should be determined.

The present knowledge of hypersonic control surface charac-
teristics is mainly deficient in its lack of generality. It is now
necessary to test a complete geometry in order to be able to pre-
dict how the control forces will behave. We therefore recommend
an increased emphasis on verification of analytical design methods,
with special emphasis on the interaction between a control surface
and the flow generated by neighboring configuration components.

SEmphasis in experiments should be on determining, individually,
the effects of increased Mach number, three-dimensional effects,
and heat-transfer characteristics.

'I
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APPENDIX - DATA TABLES V
I In order to facilitate the use of this report, the informa-

tion contained in Refs. 171 through 240 is tabulated. The type
of control investigated, the configuration upon which it was in-
vestigated, the test conditions, and the main information present-
ed in each of the referenced reports are listed. An "X" in a
column in the data section indicates the data that are presented
in a given report. Similarly, in the configuration section, an

"T'nsindicates the configuration upon which the listed control was
investigated.

The tables provide the reader with a rapid method of deter-
mining the general type of information contained in each report
or, conversely, just which reports contain the information the
reader desires.
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3.71[1 REFERENCE 172 175 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 185
NUMBERS 173 176 184 186

CONTROL 

--

17

Flap x x x X X X X X x

Fin

Elevon

Wing tip . X _ . X
Tip cone

Canard

Nose spike

Nose cant

SSpoiler X X X X X
C ONF IGURAT ION

v Unswept wing X
SSwept wing .. . .X _ _X . . . ...

Delta wing X X X X

Arrow wing

Trapezoidal wing X X X

I Circular wing

Pyramid

Body

Body -+- wing

TEST CONDITIONS

Range of 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
M values 6.9 -- 2.0 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Range of 0 0 -15 0 -15 -15 0 0-- -15-- 0
a values 16 15 15 15 15 15 12 12 15 15

Air tunnel x K _ X _ X X X

Helium tunnel

Flight test

DATA

Force x x -x x x
Hinge moment X X . _ X X

Pressure x x x x x x x x

Heat transfer

Flow photographs K
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REFERENCENUMBERS 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196

CONTROL

Flap X X X X X X X X X X

Fin X X

Elevon .

Wing tip X X

Tip cone

Canard X X

Nose spike

Nose cant X -

Spoiler X

CONFIGURATION

Unswept wing X X

Swept wing . •

Delta wing X X X X X X X X

Arrow wing

Trapezoidal wing

Circular wing .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .

Pyramid

Body X

Body + wing X X X X X X

TEST CONDITIONS

Range of 2.4 2.9 2.0 1.4 1 2.0 1 2.9 1.7 3.0 -
M. values 2.0 2.0 2.2 4.7 5.1 J

Range of 0 -4 0 -1 -10 0 -6 -3 -3 -2
a values 10 90 90 27 10 29 18 90 16 12

Air tunnel, X _ X K X X X _ X X

Helium tunnel j
Flight test

DATA

Force X X X X X X X X X XK

Hinge moment _ . X

Pressure X

Heat transfer

Flow photographs-I
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REFERENCE 198 207NUMBER 197 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 208
NUMBERS 19 ---99 208

SUCONTROL
Flap X X X X X X X X X X

Fin _X x X

Elevon

Wing tip

Tip cone X X

Canard X

Nose spike

Nose cant X X X X

Spoiler

f Li CONFIGURATION
Unswept wing

Svept wing x x
Delta wing X X X X X X X X
Arrow wing X X X
Trapezoidal wing

Circular wing

Pyramid X X

Body X

Body + wing X X X X X X
TEST CONDITIONSL Range of 1 1.6 6.7 8.1 6.7 6.9 6.9 3.1 2 1.5

M. values 18 9.6 18 .. 22 -_2.6

Range of 0 -5 -3 -25 27 0 0 -4 -5 0
at values 12 25 12 50 56 12 30 24 30 6

Air tunnel X X X X X X X X X

Helium tunnel X X
Flight test X

DATA

Force X X X X -X X X X X
Hinge moment

Pres sure

Heat transfer X

SFlow photographs
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210 219
REFERENCE 209 214 215 217 218 221' 224

NUMBERS 21 212 22212 225
213 223

CONTROL I

Flap X X

Fin X X X X X X

Elevon I
Wing tip - X

Tip cone X 1

Canard K X

Nose spike I

Nose cant X

Spoiler T
CONFIGURATION

Unswept wing X X

swept wing -... . . ... J-
Delta wing X X X X X

Arrow wing

Trapezoidal wing X X

Circular wing X

Pyramid I
Body X X X X

Body + wing X X X X X X I
TEST CONDITIONS

Range of 8 2.0 3.0 1 4.1 6.9 3.1 4.0
M. values 2.2 6.3 18 6.9

Range of -20 -6 0 -2 0 0 -5 -5 -12
a values 30 18 20 23 20 6 25 13 12

Air tunnel X X X X X X X X X

Helium tunnel X

Flight test

DATA

Force X X X X X X X X

Hinge momeut X X X

Pressure X

Heat transfer X

Flow photographs T T

I
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REFERENCE 0 168 170 231 232 237 238 239 240NUMBERS

CONTROL

Flap X X X X X X

Fin X

Elevon X
i Wing, tip .. . . . . X X . .

Tip cone

Canard I.. __X

Ns spike

Nose cant ... . . . . .

Spoiler

CONFIGURATION

Unswept wing X

Swept wing X

Delta wing X X X X

Arrow wing

Trapezoidal wing

3: Circular wing

Pyramid

Body X . X

Body + wing X X
TEST CONDITIONSI

Range of 6.9 6.8 5 10 3 2.9 2.0 3.0 2
M values 10__ 18__ 9 -- 18 __4.8_ 4.5 -- 4.0-_ 6

Range of 60 0 -17 -15 20 -5 0 -4 0
a values 90 60 7 25 60 90 60 12 8

Air tunnel X X X X X X X X

Helium tunnel X X X

Flight test

DATA

Force X x X X X X X

Hinge moment x

Pressure X X X

Heat transfer x x _

Flow photograplhs --A x
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